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Abstract
The combination of the existing mobile system and the IEEE standard for WLAN makes way
for development of the 4th generation mobile systems. Access for laptop-users to WLAN is
today a reality giving a taste of that new generation. Designing a product that introduces
WLAN networking for handheld computers would be a major step in the development spoken
of. Accommodating existing WLAN PC Card for laptops to handheld PDAs gives a short
time to market. Therefore a product prototype for a compact flash module was designed and
manufactured to make way for the 4th generation indoor networking facilities on the market.

The Developed Compact Flash Module Prototype.
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1 About
In this section some information is given about the companies for which the degree project
leading to this thesis was done and about the arrangement of this work.

1.1 The R2M Corporation
The R2Meton1 Corporation is today situated in Borgarfjordsgatan-13A in the city Kista of
Sweden. It has 20 employees that work with corporate activity processes, human individuals
and Information technology systems. It basically is a consulting firm that offers competence
and experience to other companies needing activity processes survey, introduction of IT
support process, project guidance, systemization and education to name a few. The corporate
is the first in Sweden to receive the Dynamic System Development Method – DSDM –
License, which is a framework for project governing and system development. One of its
major service customer is the “Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB” – Forsmark’s Power Group
Corporation.

1.2 The DTI Corporation
The corporation Institute of Computer technology – “DatorTekniska Institutet AB”2 – is a
consulting firm offering competence and education in high quality system design with focus
on the hardware design field. It was situated at Björnnäsvägen-21 in Sweden’s capital
Stockholm. Its employees have two decade of experience in conducting development projects
and courses and always use the latest contribution of the technical evolution.

1.3 This Thesis
The degree project performed in DTI for R2M involve many designing issues and procedures
that were handled during a period of 20 weeks. The final result of the this project was
expected to be an electronic product providing wireless communication possibility for the
users of handheld computers belonging to the Handspring’s Visor family. This thesis provides
a detailed description of the procedures involved in the designing process. Each chapter of
this work, with the exception of the introducing chapters, is dedicated to cast light on certain
procedures that can be put under the same category. The next section presents a list that gives
a brief overview of this thesis and its dedicated chapters.

                                                
1 www.r2m.net/
2 www.dti.se/
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1.4 The Thesis Chapters
 Chapter 1: Current chapter that gives some overall information indirectly concerning the

degree project.

 Chapter 2: This chapter tables the abbreviations used in the thesis and unfolds them to
make it easy for user look-up since explanation – if provided – exits only the
first time they are used in the text.

 Chapter 3: Here, background for the degree project is provided along with its goals,
restrictions and planning.

 Chapter 4: The theory required for performing the degree project is presented in this
chapter along with a theoretical adaptation solution as a result of the studies.

 Chapter 5: This chapter is dedicated for the adaptation solution that is to be put in
practice. More details about its requirements are provided.

 Chapter 6: Here are all the necessary aspects in order to design the hardware of the
compact flash module presented and its components used are discussed.

 Chapter 7: Dedication is made to the hardware describing software in this chapter and
the practical solution given in chapter 5 is extended to also service the module
hardware.

 Chapter 8: This chapter presents the testing phase and gives detailed description about
how the hardware and the behavior of the compact flash module are
emulated.

 Chapter 9: Here are the conclusions, made after the course of the degree project elapsed,
presented and discussed. Some suggestions are provided and the future of the
module is considered.
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2 Terminology
The below unfolds the abbreviations used in the course of the thesis text.

ABEL Advanced Boolean Equation Language
ACPR Alternating Current Present
AIMS Auto Indexing Mass Storage
AM Attribute Memory
AMD Advance Micro Device
ATA Advanced Technology Attachment
BCTI Battery Charger Termination Input
BCVG Battery Charger Voltage Good
BVD Battery Voltage Detect
C Capacity
CCK Complementary Code Keying
CD Card Detection
CE Card Enable
CFM Compact Flash Module
CHRG Charge
CIS Card Information Structure
CM Common Memory
CPLD Complex Programmable Logic Device
CPU Central Processing Unit
CS Chip Select
CSMA Carrier Sense Multiple Access
CVCL Constant Voltage Current Limited
DBPSK Differentially Binary Phase Shift Keying
DMA Direct Memory Access
DQPSK Differentially Quadrate Phase Shift Keying
DSDM Dynamic System Development Method
DTI Institute of Computer Technology
EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
GND Ground
HBA Host Bus Adapter
HDL Hardware Describing Language
IEEE The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IO Input-Output
IOIS Input Output Is Size
IORD Input Output Read
IOWR Input Output Write
IR Interrupt Register
IRQ Interrupt Request
ISA Industry Standard Architecture
ISE Integrated Software Environment
JEDEC Joint Electron Device Engineering Council
JEIDA Japan Electronics Industry Development Association
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JTAG Joint Testing Assistance Group
LBI Low Battery Input
LDDC Load Disconnection
LI Lithium Ion
MC Module Conductor
NiMH Nickel Metal Hybrid
OE Output Enable
OS Operating System
PC Personal Computer
PCB Printed Circuit Board
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect
PCMCIA Personal Computer and Memory Card International Association
PD Pull Down
PDA Personal Digital Assistant
PE Port Enable
PLD Programmable Logic Device
PN Pin Number
PPC Pocket Personal Computer
PRR Pin Replacement Register
PTC Positive Thermal Coefficient
RAM Random Access Memory
REG Register
SB Springboard
SBE Springboard Expansion
SCSI Small Computer System Interface
SPKR Speaker
STSCHG Status Change
USB Universal Serial Bus
VCC Voltage Common Collector
VDD Virtual Device Driver
VDOCK Voltage of Docking
WE Write Enable
VHDL Very-High-Speed-Integrated-Circuit Hardware Description Language
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
WP Write Protect
TCK Test Clock
TDI Test Data Input
TDO Test Data Out
TMS Test Mode Select
VPBA Visor to PCMCIA Bus Adapter
VPP Voltage Programming Power
XPLA Extended Programmable Logic Array
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3 Introduction
This section clarifies the driving force behind the current thesis project along with its goals,
restrictions and planning.

3.1 Background
Although the 3rd generation mobile telephony is developing to a worldwide standard in a few
years to come, there are today alternative techniques available to establish a wireless
broadband connectivity. One of these techniques use the IEEE standard for Wireless LAN,
which together with the existing mobile system technology makes way for development of the
4th generation. There are already products available to connect a laptop computer to such a
network but the thesis is focused on investigating and implement further developments in
hardware design targeted on connection to a Personal Digital Assistant, PDA to WLAN
thereby allowing users a real portable connection to a network.

The PC cared standard, which has been present for some years is now being followed by the
Compact Flash standard used by a number of manufacturers. When taking a step to adopt the
communication facilities of a PDA towards a wireless networking environment there is now
an opening of combining the two mentioned standards and thereby getting a shorter design
time using available wireless network PC Cards. A small physical size and reduced power
consumption using standard components is now feasible by using modern programmable
logic circuits.

3.2 Goal
The goal of this thesis is to design and construct a Compact Flash Module, CFM, as an
accessory for the handspring’s Visor handheld family allowing use of wireless network PC
Cards. This goal was broken into several smaller goals to streamline the module development.
These are as follows.

•  Theoretical study of the PC Card and Springboard Standards
•  Preparation of a Adaptation Solution
•  Design of an ABEL Software describing the Solution
•  Determination of required Standard Components
•  Manufacture of Printed Circuit Board
•  Solution Evolution and Implementation
•  Module Tests

3.3 Restrictions
The PC Card standard allows designing of various types of PC Cards. To make the CFM
completely support the standard requires a very complex system. Since the purpose of the
module is to only accommodate WLAN PC Cards, it is sufficient to only implement features
need by these types. The Module will generally provide hardware adaptation in the sense of
electrical properties and bus operation adjustments between the involved systems. However
this adaptation cannot be perfected despite the similarities of the bus systems of each
standard. This is due to the straightforwardness of the Visor expansion bus for modules and
the advance bus operations that PC Cards might require.
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This imperfection signifies the need of soft adaptation complementing the hardware where its
depth depends generally on characteristics of the chosen WLAN PC Card. The Visor software
intended to run the PC Card must host the module for adaptation support. It might also be
forced to make adjustments acclimatizing the communication protocols within the limits of
the Flash Module.

3.4 The Project Planing
There was no time plan drawn up for the degree project for uncertainty reasons regarding
availability of some essential technical knowledge. Therefore a timeless description of the
phases that the project required was created.

 Research Phase
•  Theoretical study of the PC Card Standard
•  Theoretical study of the Springboard Standard
•  Theoretical adaptation between the standards

 Decision Phase
•  Implementation of the theoretical adaptation in ABEL-HDL
•  Simulation of the implementation
•  Decision of Standard Semiconductor Circuits

 Material Phase
•  Search for suitable components
•  Order of components

 PCB Phase
•  Design of Circuit Schematics in Veribest Design Capture
•  Design of Board Layout
•  Manufacture of board
•  Mounting of components
•  Electrical and function test of the PCB

 Optimizing Phase
•  Tailor of the theoretical adaptation for ORINOCO
•  Modification of the ABEL-HDL implementation
•  Simulation of the modified implementation

 Test Phase
•  Implementation of HDL in PLD
•  Emulation of the module by Visor Debugger
•  Debugging module by running WLAN communication
•  Modification of the ABEL-HDL implementation

Many of these sub-phases above where performed in parallel and sometimes iterative. The
phases are chosen such to describe events for a common purpose.
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4 Theory
This chapter describes the PC Card and the Springboard Expansion, SBE, standards. The
study of these standards is the necessary upbeat for designing the CFM and is considered as
theory in this thesis. It mostly involves the signals of the each standard’s bus and their
behavior and function. This chapter ends with the presentation of a theoretical solution for
adapting the two standards regarding signal behavior and bus transactions amongst other
issues.

4.1 The PC Card Standard
The Personal Computer and Memory Card International Association, PCMCIA PC Card
interface is today a given choice of extension bus for laptop, notebook and palmtop
computers. It also has a strong and wide spread market including the desktop PCs, embedded
systems, communications and consumer electronics.

DuPont, Fujitsu and Poqet Computer formed PCMCIA in 1989 in purpose of marketing a new
standard interface for memory cards in portable machines. The origin of this objective lied in
the fact of laptop, notebook and sub-notebook computer proliferation during the 1980s. Same
computer performance was needed in smaller, lighter, portable and battery-powered systems.
In order to meet these requirements, lighter, smaller and less power-thirsty peripheral devices
were necessary.

In 1990 a standard interface of 68-pin memory card form factor was defined which later
evolved to also support input/output cards. The PCMCIA, closely working with JEIDA, Japan
Electronics Industry Development to insure compatibility between the specifications of both
associations, released a joint standard during 1995. The standard is properly referred to as PC
Card standard.

4.1.1 The PC Card Technology
The PC Card standard besides peripheral expansion provides capabilities such as Compact
Form Factor, Hot Insertion, Automatic Configuration and Robustness. It defines cards that
measures 86,6×54,0 mm2 in area and can be inserted and removed without the need of
powering down or rebooting the host. Upon insertion the cards are automatically configured
and their required resources are allocated. The standard requires all cards to perform in the
specified environmental and physical conditions.

The PC Cards are classified through height and functionality. There are five different type of
PC Cards namely the regular and the extended Type I&II and Type III. The height of the
regular Type I&II and Type III are respectively 3,3mm, 5mm and 10,5mm. The extended
version of the Type I&II are developed to allow design of devices requiring large external
connectors or (for an example) electromagnetic shielding capsules. Each of these cards is
physically keyed as standard-voltage (5V) or low-voltage (3,3V) cards to prevent inaccurate
insertion. This means that cards cannot be inserted upside down and the low-voltage card in a
standard-voltage host socket.

The PC Card standard functionally defines cards as memory or IO cards. The socket interface
is basically a linear memory interface but with the use of additional signal set the same 68-pin
socket can employ the following interfaces.
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 Memory Only: For Random Access or Flash Memory for instance

 Memory/IO: For cards with Memory and IO Devices
 ATA: For IDE3 Disk drives common in ISA-compatible PCs

 DMA: For cards using direct data block transfer between memory and IO
devices

 AIMS: For cards with Auto Indexing Mass Storage designated for multimedia.

 CardBus: For PCI4 compatible 32-bit cards for instance with video, high-speed
network, advanced graphic or SCSI5 applications.

4.1.2 The PC Card 16-bit Memory/Input-Output Interface
As mentioned before the PC Card extension interface is basically a linear memory interface,
which can be modified to support devices of other types than memory. Regardless of the PC
Card inserted in a host the interface is initially memory-only thus only memory related bus
signals are available. However, if the host detects IO devices, after reading the PC Card
information available in the card’s configuration memory called the Attribute Memory – AM,
it reconfigures the interface by adding a set of IO-related signals to meet the required IO
resources.

The reconfiguration measure is brought about by the host system through reprogramming the
Host Bus Adapter, HBA, that is a hardware bridge passing host bus transactions to the
PCMCIA socket. The HBA has a dual character since it has two interfaces: one to the PC
Card and one to the host system. For this reason the details of HBA implementation has been
left out in the PCMCIA specification giving each hardware developer freedom of design
choice optimum for a particular application.

Figure 1. The PCMCIA Environment.

4.1.3 The Socket Interface
The socket interface of PC Card memory/IO consists of seven sets of signals namely Power,
Control, Status, Memory, IO, Address and Data set. Each of these sets has a designated
purpose, which the following chapter will set in focus.

4.1.3.1 The Power Set
The signals that are included in the power set are shown in the table below. The direction of
the signals is given with respect to the PC Card.

                                                
3 Integrated Drive Electronics is a standard interface based on the 16-bit IBM PC ISA, Industry Standard

Architecture (bus), between a computer’s motherboard and the computer’s disk storage devices.
4 Peripheral Component Interconnect is a more general bus standard than ISA, developed by the Intel

Corporation. PCI is a 64-bit bus but usually implemented as a 32-bit one and can run at 133 MBPS.
5 Small Computer System Interface is a fast parallel bus interface standard used by Apple Macintosh, PCs and

UNIX systems for attaching peripheral devices.
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Name Type Polarity Count
VS2-1 Output - 2

VPP2-1 In + 2
VCC Input + 2
GND Input – 4

Table 1. Power Set Signals.

The PC Card Memory/IO provides the standard logic voltage typical for integrated circuits
today through the Voltage Common Collector, VCC signals where each should be able to
supply the maximum current of 500mA. The initial voltage on VCC is dependent on the
version of Socket Standard defined by the PCMCIA. For the first of the two socket standards,
the 2.x version, VCC is always at 5 Volts but can be altered to 3,3 Volts if the inserted PC
Card has dual-voltage capability. The second standard is the Low-Voltage Socket that allows
the initial voltage to be modified by the HBA after sampling the Voltage Sense signals, VS2-1.
These two signals should be interpreted as the following table indicates to provide the desired
initial voltage if available.

VS2 VS1 Initial Voltage [Volts]
1 1 5
1 0/PD 3,3
0 1 X,X
0 0/PD X,X or 3,3

Table 2. Voltage Sense Signals.

If the host system detects unavailable requested initial voltage, no power should be applied on
the VCC signals. The only PC Cards that pull the VS1 down by a 1kΩ resistor, PD, are those
keyed as the standard-voltage cards.

The current interface makes two separate programming voltages typical of use for EEPROM
& Flash devices available on the Voltage Programming Power, VPP signals. The initial
voltage on these signals should be the same as the voltage on VCC. When the host has
detected a card with such devices on board it provides the required voltage if possible. It is
recommended that a host system should be able to provide voltages up to 12 Volts and at least
the current 30mA on each pin.

4.1.3.2 The Data Set
The data bus is consistent of two byte-wide bi-directional busses where each data signals may
be tri-stated. This constitutes the word-wide data bus, D15-0, that carries valid data in basically
four different fashions during transfers between the host system and the PC Card. Since the
PC Cards can be “hot inserted” each PCMCIA socket must have fully buffered data buss to
avoid conflicts that may lead to system lock-up. The lower data path, D7-0 may transfer data to
and from odd and even address locations whereas the upper path, D15-8 may only transfer to
and from odd locations.
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4.1.3.3 The Address Set
The signals included in the address set are the Address Bus and the Card Enable, CE signals.
The address buss is consistent of 26 active-high address signals, A25-0, which alone permit a
total address space of 64MB. In traditional ISA machines most IO cards are restricted to 384
bytes of Input-Output, IO space and 16MB of memory space. In such systems memory
addresses beyond 16MB is accommodated by the HBA providing an offset address and IO
cards suited only for the current system may only decode A9-0.

The active-low signals CE2-1 together with the address bus are asserted when the host system
attempts any transaction concerning the PC Card. When the enable signals are deasserted the
card should be in a standby mode. When the CE1 is asserted the host system indicates a byte
access to address locations, which are transferred over the lower data buss. When the CE2 is
asserted similar access is attempted only to address locations transferred over the higher data
buss. The word access is manifested by assertion of both card signals during which the
address line A0 is deasserted. The combination of the previous line and CE lines define four
access modes that permit both 8-bit and 16-bit hosts to access PC Card.

Mode CE2-1 A0 D15-8 D7-0
Standby 11 X Z Z

Byte/word’ 10 0 Z Even
Byte 10 1 Z Odd

Word’ 01 X Odd Z
Word 00 X Odd Even
Table 3. The Behavior of the Data Bus.

The need of each mode is self-evident by the previous table but the Alternative Word Mode,
Word’ may need some light casting. This mode is primarily intended for byte transfers
between hosts and PC Cards of different data bus width. The reason this mode is called word’
despite it involves byte transfers lies in need of word transfers divided in two separate byte
cycles. In the case of transfers between an 8-bit host and 16-bit PC Cards the PC Card must be
able to divert data of an odd address location from/to the host data path to/from its own upper
data path. The same applies with a 16-bit host’s upper data path and an 8-bit PC Card data
path. The CE lines require pull-ups greater than 10kΩ on the PC Card.

4.1.3.4 The Status Set
The PCMCIA standard supports status reporting of some PC Card conditions such as Card
Detection – CD, Write Protection, Ready or Busy and Low Battery Detection. These
conditions are indicated through the following signals.

Name Type Polarity Count
WP Output Active high 1

CD2-1 Output Active low 2
BVD2-1 Output Active high 2
READY Output Active high 1

Table 4. The Memory Only Status Signals.
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The Write Protect, WP signal gives the ability of write protection for some PC Cards that may
need that capability. Normally this signal is coupled to a manual switch with which the write
protection feature can be selected and deselected. Any change to this signal asserts the WP
signal that is sampled by the HBA, which may either generate an interrupt to notify the
operating software of the change, or it could simply block write attempts. The PC Card
designer determines which address ranges should be concerned by the write protection and its
information is stored in the PC Cards AM. If this feature is not in use the WP signal should be
pulled up to VCC or pulled down to GND.

The CD signals notifies the host system whether a PC Card is inserted or removed. Any
change to these signals should generate an interrupt during which proper measures are taken
to configure the inserted PC Card and the HBA or deallocate system resources previously
reserved for the removed PC Card. The CD2-1 should be pulled up by the host to the system
VCC and be interpreted as follows.

CD2-1 Status
11 No card inserted
10 Card partially inserted
01 Card partially inserted
00 Card fully inserted

Table 5. Information of the Card Detection Signals.

Since both signals, situated at opposite ends of the PCMCIA connector of the PC Card, are
grounded the pattern above is generated when cards are inserted or removed. However it is
very important that hosts has hysteresis and debounce circuitry implemented on the
corresponding CD inputs to avoid false interrupts.

Some PC Cards may have a battery on board that insures that some essential information is
preserved. Typical types of card that implement this are ones with only volatile memories or
real time clocks on board. To provide the ability for a host system to detect and monitor the
battery on such a PC Card, two status signals namely Battery Voltage Detect, BVD are used.
Both of these signals are pulled up to VCC indicting a fully operational battery, whether any
battery is there or not. The assertion of the BVD2-1 means that battery is onboard but dead and
cannot maintain data integrity if the PC Card is removed from the host.

BVD2-1 Battery status
11 Good condition
10 Cannot maintain data integrity
01 Replacement condition
00 Cannot maintain data integrity

Table 6. The Battery Voltage Detection Signal Interpretation.

As the previous table shows, only BVD1 would be satisfactory to indicate low battery
condition. JEIDA memory cards use only that signal why the BVD2

 may be floating. To avoid
false Replacement Condition in PCMCIA compliant systems the HBA should pull-up the
second of the two status signals.
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Some PC Card operations such as Power-up, Flash Device Erase, Device Programming and
Reset take fairly long duration in time. For this reason the status signal READY is used to
indicate when the card is ready to be accessed. This is manifested by the assertion of the
signal. Any transition should generate a status-change system interrupt to notify the host
software of the current access condition.

The signals WP, BVD2-1 and READY are primarily intended for the memory only interface
and or not available on the socket in the memory/IO interface. However they are internally
available for use if the PC Card, operating with the current interface, requires their feature.
The signals that are available on the socket in place of those in question are as follows.

Name Type Polarity
IOIS16 Output Active low
SPKR Output Active low
IRQ Output Active low

STSCHG Output Active low
Table 7. The Memory/IO Only Status Signals.

The signal IO Is Size 16, IOIS16 is more a cycle control line than a status one. When the host
attempts to perform a word access cycle to an address within the IO space the current signal
will indicate if the targeted device has a word-wide data bus. This is done by assertion of the
signal within 35ns of a valid address or else the host will make the interpretation that device is
byte-wide. This results that the initiated word-transfer is instantly changed to a byte one and
an extra cycle is needed to deliver the second byte. The second byte is an odd one and is
passed or fetched on the lower data path by the byte-wide device why steering between the
higher data path is necessary.

PC Cards with IO devices such as fax or modems use the signal Speaker, SPKR, to deliver
binary audio information to the host system’s speaker. This signal should be driven high by
the PC Card if it is unused.

When a PC Card needs a service performed by the host system it can interrupt it by using the
Interrupt Request, IRQ line. Assertion of this line by the PC Card is routed by HBA to target
the IRQ line of the host expansion bus. PCMCIA support two modes of interrupt: Level Mode
and Pulse Mode interrupts. In the level mode, which is the more common of the two, the line
is pulled to VCC and is asserted low to signal an interrupt. The low level is kept until the host
acknowledges the interrupt by reading the PC Card status register.

The ISA systems require a rising edge on the expansion interrupt line. No other entity can
share that line since it is driven high or low by the HBA according to the level of IRQ. To
permit sharing of the same interrupt line pulse mode interrupt can be used instead. The line is
similarly pulled to VCC but the devices sharing the line must have an open-collector
connection. The PC Card conveys the IRQ by a negative pulse greater than 0,5µs in width.
Contentions may occur if the request by different sources overlap or are in close proximity to
each other causing requests being lost.
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Since the signals available on the PCMCIA socket in the memory only interface are replaced
in the current one may still be required, their status must somehow be monitored. This is
feasible by the Status Change, STSCHG signal, which is asserted whenever a change occurs
to the WP, BVD2-1 and READY signals. These signals’ status is internally kept in a register
called the Pin Replacement Register, PRR in the configuration memory of the PC Card. When
the HBA samples the line active it generates a status change interrupt just as if one of the state
pins had been asserted on the memory only interface. The host system will read and initiate
proper measures needed.

4.1.3.5 The Control Set
The signals that are used to control bus cycles in progress are as follows.

Name Type Polarity
WAIT Output Active low
RESET Input Active high

Table 8. The Control Set Signals.

When a PC Card is inserted the host system allocates resources and configures the HBA to
match the current card’s requirements. This also includes the speed of each transaction
between the HBA and the PC Card – modified as specified in the AM. However, if still the
card for some reason is unable to carry out some transactions within the specified cycle time
the signal WAIT can be used for extension of that time. The amount of required delay of
maximum 12µs allowed by the PC Card standard should be specified in the AM.

The RESET signal is used to force the PC Card to reset the internal devices and clear its
configuration registers during power up or card-reboot. The signal may be derived from host
master reset or by software control through the HBA. The host system should keep the reset
signal in high-impedance state, Z, at least 1ms after VCC becomes valid and any assertion
should last 10µs. PC Cards usually implement a 100kΩ pull-up on this line.

4.1.3.6 The Memory Set
Signals defining transactions to and from any memory device are included in this set. The
table below lists the signals in question.

Name Type Polarity
REG Input Active low
OE Input Active low
WE Input Active low

Table 9. The Memory Set Definition Signals.

The Register, REG signal defines accesses to the PC Cards’ AM and is active during the
whole bus cycle. However this signal is also active during IO bus cycles but since its primary
purpose is to keep memories for data store apart from the memory for configuration, it is
included in this set.
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The Output Enable, OE is used to initiate a read from the PC Card memory space. This signal
is ignored if both of the CE signals are inactive. During read operations the Write Enable, WE
signal is required to be inactive meaning that combinations of OE and WE to define two
different write cycle modes is inhibited. When WE is active a memory write operation is
initiated. A pull-up, greater than 10kΩ, is required for the OE and the WE on the PC Card.

4.1.3.7 The IO Set
Some signals are added to the PCMCIA socket to support PC Cards with IO devices onboard.
Some of these signals actually are added by replacing some signal lines used for other
purposes in the memory only interface. The last sentence does not concern the following
signals that define IO bus cycle operations.

Name Type Polarity
INPACK Output Active low

IORD Input Active low
IOWR Input Active low

Table 10. The IO Set Definition Signals.

The Input Port Acknowledgment, INPACK is a signal that is generated by PC Cards when the
host initiates IO read operation from the cards internal registers. This signal is only necessary
when addresses within an IO address window overlap with two or more IO cards. IF a PC
Card decodes a valid IO address it should asserts the INPACK signal so that the HBA enables
data buffers between the card and the expansion bus. This feature is not widely used but it
eliminates possible bus loading problems.

The IO Read and Write signals, IORD and IOWR together with the Register signal and any of
the CE signals define a transaction within the IO address space. No such bus cycles can be
initiated before the host system has configured the HBA to memory/IO interface.

4.1.4 PC Card Memories
There are two types of memory found on PC Cards and each has it own address space of
64MB. One of these types is mandatory on PC Cards since its purpose is to store card and
card configuration information. This 8-bit non-volatile memory known as AM uses a special
data structure called the Card Information Structure, CIS. The CIS provides a method for
software to determine type of card and card requirements. This allows the host software to
program the HBA, to provide the right interface among other things, and configure the PC
Card by writing to its configuration registers also located in AM.

The CIS is mapped only to even address locations (starting at zero), which means that the
information path is on the lower data buss. Simplicity of card design and ease of
accommodation with 8-bit hosts are reason why the CIS data is only byte-wide. The CIS
consists of a linked list of data blocks called Tuples describing function and characteristics,
such as speed and size, of a PC Card. Tuples are identified by a unique code in their first bytes
and are usually accessed only during PC Card initialization.
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The second of the two memory types is the Common Memory, CM that is used for data
storage and executable files. This memory also supports a space up to 64MB and can either be
byte or word in width. However a PC Card that operates in the memory only interface is
required to have a word-wide CM. This bus width is not required physically, which is an
easier design-choice, except the PC Card must support word accesses.

4.1.5 The Socket Events
The socket signals, described in the previous section of this report, coordinate a set of events
that are essential for PC Card operations. These events entirely relating to the Memory/IO
interface are described in this section.

4.1.5.1 The Power-up Event
When the HBA detects a PC Card inserted into the PCMCIA socket it insures that the card is
powered and the interface signals are enabled in the correct sequence. The PC Card standard
specifies the particular sequence and timings. When a card is fully inserted the signals CD2-1

are asserted on the socket the power is raised on VCC within 100µs and 300ms. During that
interval all other socket signals are kept in the inactive state until the VCC reaches a value of
2 Volts. One millisecond after the VCC being valid the signal RESET is asserted during at
least 10µs marking that the PC Card has to initialize within a span of 20ms. However if the
PC Card needs a wider span of time it deasserts the READY signal immediately. The
sequences are depicted below.

Figure 2. PC Card Power-up Sequence with READY.

4.1.5.2 The Memory Transaction Event
The PC Card standard specifies standard cycle timings for accessing memories onboard PC
Cards. Each specified cycle time includes the setup, command and recovery phase of a bus
activity and indicates that an equal or a longer time interval is needed for PC Card access. The
specified timing values are stored in the card’s CIS and may be any of the following.

Type 600ns 300ns 250ns 200ns 150ns 100ns
AM X (X)

CM (5V) X X X X
CM (3,3V) X X X X X

Table 11. The Default Memory Access Times.
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Since the CIS needs reading for the required access times to be determined, by default the
access time for reading an AM is 300ns supported by all PC Cards. However for reasons of
consistency with CM the default write-cycle timing is 250ns. Most often the AM is only
accessed during card initialization and seldom written to why principally only one slow access
time is included. This opposite applies to the CM why the PC Card standard supports data
rates up to 20 MB/s. The 600ns time is specially included for low-voltage memories that
require slow access times.

All memory accesses, apart from the access modes, are identical and are setup by a valid
address across the address bus and assertion of the memory set and the card-enable signals.
The CM and AM accesses are differentiated by the signal REG. The assertion of OE or WE
mark the changeover to the command phase where data must be provided before the data
fetch occurring in the transition to the recovery phase. Below a typical memory read and
memory write accesses are shown.

Figure 3. PC Card Common Memory Accesses.

However memories may be much slower than the PC Card cycle timings allow but the use of
such devices are still feasible. If the WAIT signal is asserted within 35ns of address becoming
valid the access cycle is extended until the signal deassertion or to the maximum allowed
time. This signal can however be always asserted, whether or not the cycle time is enough or
not, since in the first case it will not effect anything. Implementation of this by PC Cards
secures the access no matter the speed or cycle time compatibility of any host system.

4.1.5.3 The IO Transaction Event
Similar to the cycle time support for AM only one cycle timing is specified by the PC Card
standard for IO accesses. That single default time is restricted to a minimum of 255ns within
which accesses must be completed. However the option with the WAIT signal can be
implemented as described in the previous section.

IO accesses are generated very similar to memory accesses but instead of the memory set
signals the assertion of the IO set signals mark the transition from the setup to the command
phase of the cycle.
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Figure 4. PC Card IO Access to a word-wide IO.

Even the access modes agree here but contrary to memory transactions, word accesses to
byte-wide devices, which are common among IO devices, take place. This type of
transactions is governed by the signal IOIS16 that informs the host of the need to break word
accesses to two byte accesses. However this is depending on the host bus architecture. The
PCMCIA HBA may automatically initiate an additional byte access upon IOIS16 deassertion,
keeping the host unaware. Systems based on most PC bus architectures such as ISA employ
signal lines and logic designed to manage accesses to and from devices of different sizes.

Logic hardware onboard a PC Card must decode the CE signals and the part of the address
bus defining the IO space to recognize word accesses to byte wide IO addresses in order to
deactivate the IOIS16 signal. This must be carried out within 35ns of the address becoming
valid as for the WAIT signal. At this time the HBA deasserts the second CE signal to indicate
a word’ access. When the access is completed a second word’ access will follow this time
with A0 asserted and the CE signals inverted, indicating the odd byte transfer led to/from the
lower data path. The following figure depicts the word’ mode employed.

Figure 5. PC Card IO Access: IO is not word-wide.
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4.2 The Springboard Standard
In November 5, 1998 a new company, Handspring Incorporation was created with the
objective of developing products focused on the consumer side of the handheld computing
market. The company secured a license for the Palm Computing Platform from the 3Com
Corporation6 that enabled handspring to develop handheld products compatible with the
world’s market-leading handheld platform, which at the time already ran thousands of
applications for the Palm environment. The Very next year in September 14th the company
introduced the Platform of Springboard, SB, that is a ground that simplifies hardware and
software expansion. The SB platform provides plug-and-play capabilities such as wireless
Internet access, two-way communications and audio playback for handheld computers.

A primary component of the SB platform is the SBE Slot that allows accessories to be added
to the handheld through SBE Modules such as digital cameras, global positioning systems,
mobile phones, and wireless modems. A comprehensive development kit, containing all the
necessary documentation, for creation of SB modules was made available. The kit is totally
free with no license demands allowing any developer to produce innovative modules.

4.2.1 The Handspring Visor
The Visor belongs to a family of Handheld Mobile Computers developed based on the SB
platform and was released in 2000 by the Handspring Incorporation. This product primarily
serves as a PDA that provides many convenient personal information management features.
Scheduling, calendars, address books, do-lists, reminders, sending and receiving email and
reading and editing documents are some applications that can be found on a Visor. It is
powered by the Motorola’s 16-bit Dragon Ball processor running at 16MHz and has an 8MB
RAM and a 2MB ROM memory onboard.

Figure 6. Visor Deluxe of the Visor Family.

The handheld supports 16-bit Color and Handwriting Recognition among other tings but the
most refined feature is its expansion slot, which makes it the first PDA that can add
accessories of any type by simply inserting a Module Card.

Figure 7. A standard Module being inserted.

                                                
6 A leading company in networking, personal computers and telecommunications founded in 1979.
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This handheld run with the Pocket PC Operating System, PPC OS – also referred as Palm OS
3.1, which is based on Microsoft Windows. Therefore it allows simplified versions of the
Microsoft Office applications, fully compatible with the desktop versions why
synchronization of any data with a Windows OS desktop or notebook computer is very easy
and straightforward. This is possible by an included Universal Serial Bus, USB cradle that
with help of special software also allows synchronization with non-windows machines such
as Linux and Macintosh.

4.2.2 The SB Module Technology
The key factor that makes the SBE Slot a compelling platform is its plug-and-play
functionality, which allows modules to be “hot inserted” in the handheld computer at any
time. This is possible by addition of extensions defined by handspring to the standard Palm
OS. The modified versions of the Palm OS standard allow the following.

•  Detection of module insertion
•  Applications and driver load from inserted module
•  Software removal upon module ejection

The expansion slot architecture provides a great ease of usability since applications stored on
modules are executed directly eliminating the need of transferring program codes to a
working memory, RAM onboard the Visor, before they can be run. This is well suited to
handheld devices where memory and processing power are scarce resources. The SBE Slot is
directly mapped to the Visor CPU memory map making access to hardware in the handheld
and on an inserted module identical. This allows design of specialized hardware to satisfy new
markets uncovered by the existing modules.

There are basically two types of modules for the SBE Slot: the regular and extended. The
regular module is a 56,8×54,4 mm2 in area and is basically 3,3 mm in thickness as a TYPE I
extended PC Card with an outermost thickness of 8,8 mm.

Figure 8. The Standard Module.

The extended module is 75,2×55,3 mm2 in area and can houses two triple-A sized batteries.

Figure 9. The Extended Module: Open-FaceBattMod03.
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With its maximum thickness of 27,7 mm2 it provides extra space for applications that utilize
large components. It also has a push button on the Visor-front side that can be used for
various purposes. All types of card are physically keyed, resembling the low-voltage keying
of PC Cards, to secure correct insertion in the SBE Slot, also resembling the low-voltage
PCMCIA socket. Theses are the most common module types but many other types with
various mechanical properties exist shaped for special applications.

4.2.3 The Visor SBE Slot
The SBE Slot provides hardware and software expanding possibilities for the main units of
the handspring’s handheld computer Family. Disregarding the signal buffers dedicated for
“hot insertion” onboard the SBE bus; this slave-only interface is an extension of the CPU bus
signals. The Interface is physically identical to the PCMCIA interface except the mechanical
keying and the electrical specification that differ. The signals available on the interface are
almost identical to the signals available on the Memory/IO interface of the PC Card standard
but transactions on the bus are somewhat different. In this section signals on the SB interface,
divided in the same sets as for the PC Card, are briefly described.

4.2.3.1 The Power Set
The following table lists the SB power set with the direction given with respect to modules.

Name Type Polarity Count
VDOCK In + 2

VCC Input + 2
GND Input – 4

Table 12. The SB Power Set.

The expansion interface provides a low-voltage that ranges between 3,0 to 3,6 Volts through
the VCC signals that together should be able to supply the maximum current of 100mA. The
power is only provided if the condition of the battery onboard the handheld is good. The
Docking Voltage, VDOCK could provide charging power to an inserted module when the
handheld is placed in a special charging dock. The two signals provide a voltage ranging
between 4,75 and 6,2 Volts with a current of maximum 500mA. It is very important that this
signal is kept separated from VCC.

4.2.3.2 The Data Set
The data set consists of 16 bi-directional signals that carry information between the SBE Slot
and the Visor processor. Since the only transfer mode on the D15-0 is a word-wide operation
the bus is not divided into an upper and a lower byte-wide buses. These signals are buffered to
avoid any data contention when a module is “hot inserted”.

4.2.3.3 The Address Set
The address set includes the address bus and two chip-select signals. The address bus is an
output from the SB that consists of 24 signals, A23-0, which are active-high and allow an
address space of 16MB. The chip-select signals, CS1-0 in turn allow two independent address
spaces that may range to that maximum size.
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When a valid address is placed on the address bus the signal CS0 is asserted to indicate a bus
transfer cycle to or from the memory space referred as ‘csSlot0’. Similarly the CS1 targets an
address space referred as ‘csSlot1’ but use of this space is optional. Simultaneous transactions
to both spaces are inhibited since only one of the Chip Select, CS signals is active during each
access cycle.

Target CS1-0 D15-0
Standby 11 Z
csSlot0 10 Word
csSlot1 01 Word

Table 13. The Behavior of the SB Data Bus.

4.2.3.4 The Status Set
The SB standard supports only three status reporting features namely service request, module
presence and battery condition. The following table shows the signals involved.

Name Type Polarity Count
IRQ Output Active low 1

CD2-1 Output Active low 2
LOWBAT Input Active low 1

Table 14. The SB Status Set.

When a module requires a service to be performed by the Visor it asserts the IRQ signal. This
signal, pulled-up to VCC by the handheld, is active-low and level sensitive. If the host is in
the sleep mode it may take 4 to 30ms for it to respond to the interrupt, otherwise the
maximum latency is 0,15ms. There is no default interrupt service routine for modules why
each module must install such a routine during initialization. Also the module must define the
interrupt acknowledgment manner.

The signals CD2-1 are used for two purposes: turn the power on the expansion slot on and
interrupt the handheld CPU alerting presence of a module when a module card is firmly
inserted in the external socket. These signals pulled-up to VCC by the Visor and are
connected to pins that are shorter than the other pins to insure that all the signals are engaged
before the expansion is awoken7. On modules these pins should be tied to GND pulling the
CD2-1 on the host low upon module insertion to indicate its presence.

The status of the batteries on board a handheld is reported through the Low Battery warning
signal, LOWBAT. This signal is asserted either when the power level of the batteries is below
a set critical threshold or when batteries are removed. In the later case the Visor is powered by
its internal battery backup capacitor. This signal must be used by the module to quickly put
itself in an idle state since it is electrically removed from the extension slot within few
milliseconds of the LOWBAT assertion. The LOWBAT signal is only valid until the
electrical removal of the module why its important for a self-powered module to only decode
this signal when VCC is valid to prevent any request from the Visor while it has put it self in
the Sleep Mode.

                                                
7 This fact also applies to the PC Card socket.
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4.2.3.5 The Control Set
The only signal dedicated to control events on the SBE buses is the active low Module Reset
signal. The RESET signal is active for 30ms upon module insertion, to provide stabilization
time for the card circuitry, or by software control to restore inserted modules.

4.2.3.6 The Memory Set
There are two signals that define the character of a bus transaction that take place on the SBE
Slot. The first one is the OE, which is an active-low signal that during an access indicates a
read operation from a module. It may occur that this signal is asserted prior to the CS signals
but the validity of the address bus is guaranteed. The deassertion of the OE prior to
deassertion of the CS1-0 is also a possibility why either must be interpreted as cycle end.

The second one of the signals is the WE that in a low state indicates a write cycle to modules.
The information on the address bus and the data bus are valid when the signal is asserted.
Moreover, the OE is deasserted prior to the assertion of the WE and vice versa preventing
these signals to be active simultaneously.

Name Type Polarity
OE Input Active low
WE Input Active low

Table 15. The SB Memory Definition Signals.

Disregarding the signal IRQ the SBE Slot is a memory only interface, which means that there
are no IO signals dedicated to define read and write cycles or space for IO devices. Such
devices should be considered as linear memories mapped into the available memory spaces.

4.2.3.7 The Special Purpose Set
This set, which lacks equivalence to any set of the PCMCIA memory/IO, includes the
Microphone signals and the Reserved signals. The reserved signals are the unused ones that
may be given a function in feature developments of the SB. These should preferably be left
unconnected by modules. The microphone signals are a differential pair that is connected to
the microphone onboard Visors. If the microphone is to be used appropriate bias must be
supplied by the module card.

4.2.4 The SB Memories
The SB standard requires two types of memory: an internal ROM and RAM memory. These
memories are mapped within the address range of 0 to $27FFFFFF beginning at address zero
and are required to have a 16bit data path. The operating system of the Visor along with built-
in applications is stored in the ROM memory. Additional programs and files may be stored in
the RAM memory whose size is between 2 to 16MB – typically 8MB. Application can be run
directly in place on the ROM or they can be transferred to the RAM memory for execution.
The same applies to module ROMs that may reside in the range of $28000000 to $29FFFFFF,
which allows a total memory size of 32MB. This module is divided into two equal spaces,
‘csSlot0/1’, where the use of the first one is mandatory since module ROM headers that carry
some information about modules are expected to be at address $28000000. The space size is
optional and can be chosen to any power of two between 128KB to 16MB. The address of the
second space, ‘csSlot1’, is the one immediately after the last address of the ‘csSlot0’.
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4.2.5 The Slot Events
Signals found on the expansion slot of the SB, previously described, coordinate some
essential events that are presented here.

4.2.5.1 The Power-up Event
When a module is properly inserted in the Visor slot an interrupt is generated to the handheld
that establishes electrical connection to the module by enabling a set of buffers and provide
power on VCC. It takes up till 5ms from module detection for the VCC to reach a valid level.
When this level is reached, the RESET signal that has been kept active continues to be so for
25ms guaranteeing the module sufficient time to initialize. When the RESET is deasserted
access may be initiated.

Figure 10. SB Power-up Sequence.

4.2.5.2 The Memory Transaction Event
The SB standard specifies a maximum cycle time of 300ns that insures a data rate of at least
6,7MB/s. Each accesses cycle begins by a valid address on the address bus and initiates when
either of the CS1-0 signals are asserted. However in read cycles the OE may be active before
the select signals why all three signals should be included in address decoding. In write cycles
the WE signal is always asserted after the select signals have become active – a maximum of
70ns. When the type of cycle is defined the module has to provide or fetch information to or
from the data bus. The access cycle is terminated by the inactivation of either cycle definition
or the CS signals. In the chart below a worst-case read and write cycle are shown.

Figure 11. SB Read and Write Accesses: 16-bit only.
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The length of the access cycles on the Visor expansion can be extended by introducing wait
states. The number of wait states that can be added to the cycle is restricted by the maximum
cycle time. The length of each wait state is specific to each handspring handheld depending
on their CPUs and clocks. Developers can decide access times by supplying the desired access
time in nanoseconds in the module ROM header. The Visor OS, upon recognizing a module
and validating the ROM headers, reprograms the number of wait states accordingly.

4.3 The Standards Adaptation
The PCMCIA and the SB standards for the expansion bus are in terms of signals very similar.
However many aspects such as transfer protocols, cycle control, status reporting and address
spacing differ. In that point of view the SBE is the simpler and the more straightforward of
the two standards. The fact that the Visor expansion is strictly a 16-bit machine may
complicate the adaptation of the two standards to each other because PC Cards support and
require8 both 8-bit and 16-bit operations.

In this section the essential requirements of the adaptation of SB to the PCMCIA expansion
standard is discussed. The Visor machine through its expansion slot is the host system that has
to allocate resources and provide proper initializations and services for PC Cards. In order to
make this possible a special hardware is required that makes any PC Card seem exactly like a
SB module. This hardware, that resembles a PCMCIA HBA since it may both need to
perform hard and soft adaptation, will be referred as the Visor to PCMCIA Bus Adapter,
which abbreviates VPBA. This hardware may include many special-purposed sections and its
central processing unit will from now on be referred as HBA.

4.3.1 The Power Set
The Visor is a low-power machine operating with a voltage, few tens of Volts around the
typical standard low-voltage of 3,3 Volts. PC Cards on the other hand may operate either with
the standard voltages of 3,3 and 5 Volts or any voltage specified by a certain card.
Additionally PC Cards may have circuits that need special programming voltage, VPP
different than their operating voltage, VCC. However nowadays the last remark does not
apply but for fully supporting the PC Card the VPBA needs to provide the following.

The first thing that needs to be provided upon insertion of a card is proper power on VCC. In
order to this the PC Card signals VS2-1 must be monitored to configure power circuitry
onboard the VPBA giving proper initial power. If the PC Card requires a nonstandard initial
power no power is applied until the host system has configured the HBA during card
initialization. This means that the HBA must have a readable and writable internal register
storing that condition and controlling the power circuitry.

The programming voltages are specified by CIS if they require it. No power must be provided
by the VPBA circuitry on the VPP2-1 until the host has determined the need and configured
the HBA consequently. The VPBA must be able to provide voltages up to 12 Volts for full
programming support.

                                                
8 Recall the attribute memory architecture.
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4.3.2 The Data Set
The SBE data bus outputs and inputs a complete word during all types of bus cycles whereas
PC Cards may also pass through bytes on the lower or higher half of their data bus. This
means that that the data buses cannot be connected directly except they must be linked
together through the HBA. The HBA must determine how the higher and the lower data paths
of the Visor and the PC Card are coupled together. Fortunately, the Visor only performs
word-wide data transfers simply leaving the HBA with the decision of when to connect the
upper data path of the Visor to the lower path of the PC Card. This decision-making will be
shown in the following section.

4.3.3 The Address Set
The signals included in this set for both standards are identical disregarding the fact that the
PC Card address bus allows an addressable space four times larger than the SB. However the
function of these signals are very dissimilar why the HBA must interpret them properly.

The address lines, A23-0 need no adaptation why they just could be extended via the VPBA to
the PC Card, unless the HBA needs to run independent accesses. However some of these lines
might be required for some purposes such as addressing internal registers of the HBA and
therefore need to internally be available for the VPBA. The signal A0 is essential for PC Card
since it plays a role in determining the access mode. Unfortunately this line on the Visor
expansion is unused since data is always supplied with two simultaneous bytes – an even and
an odd one – i.e. a word. This leaves the HBA with supplying the appropriate logic level on
this line for the PC Card. More light will be cast on this issue later.

The problem with the different sizes of the address buses can be solved providing address bits
through a HBA internal register that is connected to the PC Card lines A25-24. The proper
contents of these registers should be supplied by Visor software. This must be implemented to
make the whole 64MB address space of PC Card useful. Another problem that needs tackling
is the diverging use of the signals CE2-1 and CS1-0. The latter signals indicate which of the
address spaces ‘csSlot1’ and ‘csSlot0’ is being accessed while the PCMCIA correspondence
completes the role of the A0 to decide access modes. How the signals CS1-0 are to be used –
HBA address decoding – is completely the developer’s choice but the behavior of CE2-1, when
a generated access is indicated by any of the CS signals, must be in accordance with the PC
Card standard.

Mode Host PC C. CE2-1 A0 D15-8 D7-0
Byte 8-bit 8-bit 10 0 Z Even
Byte 8-bit 8-bit 10 1 Z Odd
Byte 8-bit 16-bit 10 0 Z Even
Byte 8-bit 16-bit 10 1 Odd D15-8
Word’ 16-bit 8-bit 10 0 Z Even
Word’ 16-bit 8-bit 01 X Odd D15-8
Word’ 16-bit 16-bit 10 0 Z Even
Word’ 16-bit 16-bit 01 X Odd Z
Word 16-bit 16-bit 00 X Odd Even

Table 16. The PC Card Transfer Modes.
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The table above, that is an extended version of the transfer mode table presented in the PC
Card address set section, indicates when the upper and the lower data path are needed to be
linked by the HBA. Again, since the Visor machine is a 16-bit system only the word’ mode is
needed to be considered. More about this issue will be explained in the status set section,
which is the following one.

4.3.4 The Status Set
The signals that are included in these sets, especially those from PC Card, involve the most
adaptation preformed by the HBA. The only one of these that does not require adaptation is
the CD signals because their use and mechanical properties are exactly the same in both
standards. The signals are pulled-up by the Visor and are grounded by PC Cards why card
insertion gives the logic pattern for CD as specified by PC Card standard. However these
signals are need by the HBA for the sake of awareness of an inserted PC Card since the
VPBA provides power supplies to it.

Whether the VPBA uses the Visor power available on the SB extension or onboard battery to
provide electrical resources for PC Cards, the signal LOWBAT must be monitored by the
HBA to take some measures in action. When the signal in question is asserted, the HBA must
do the following. If the HBA is self-powered, and can stay awake while the Visor goes to
sleep mode, it must either shut off the PC Card power minimizing power consumption or
block some signals preventing conditions on the PC Card to generate requests making the
Visor coming out of sleep. In this case it is important that the HBA senses both the VCC and
the LOWBAT line in order to determine the condition of the Visor battery. If the VPBA uses
the Visor as power source instead no particular measures are needed in this case since the
VPBA will be electrically removed from the expansion.

The most important signal in this set is the IRQ signal because it is the only means for the
expansion to interrupt the Visor. Its significance depends on the PC Card since it has at least
six different conditions that need measures done by the host system. In the PC Card
Memory/IO interface, these six conditions are indicated by signals IOIS16, IRQ and
STSCHG. Further more the VPBA might need some assistant from the host which adds to the
importance of the current signal.

In order to make the system host aware of this sort of conditions the HBA must have an
accessible internal register that stores the status of the interesting signals. Any change to these
signals – whether level or pulse mode fashion – must stimulate corresponding bits of the
registers to be set indicating service request. In turn, assertion of any bit in this register must
force the Visor expansion’s IRQ signal to take the active state. Host software i.e. interrupt-
handlers can consequently read the register – preferably called the Interrupt Register, IR –
determine the interrupt cause, acknowledge and service it and finally restore the IR allowing
new interrupts. The software can also determine if several sources of interrupt are present and
deal with them according to some logic such as priority. If interrupt servicing based on
priority desired the HBA could also based on the IR provide a binary number – the larger its
size, the higher the priority. This manner simplifies the software since the source of interrupt
through its priority is known.
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Previously the problem involving the PC Card access modes was spoken of. As mentioned
before this problem arises because the SBE supports only word accesses while PC Cards also
use byte accesses since the AM and commonly IO devices are of that size. Basically this issue
can simply be solved by software that rearranges data to and from targeted devices that have a
byte-wide data bus. In that case, cycles can proceed without any adaptation since contents on
the upper part of the data bus will not affect 8-bit devices.

Mode CE2-1 A0 D15-8 D7-0
Byte 10 0 Z Even
Byte 10 1 Z Odd

Table 17. The PC Card Byte Modes.

This approach is feasible for the AM since it is seldom accessed after the relatively short
initialization phase. However, for IO devices that commonly transfer a large amount of data
both ways, this solution might be inappropriate when data rearranging is time consuming.

If timing issues are not of any concern, the HBA can perform the data rearranging by two
consecutive byte cycles, which to the host appear as one word cycle. This requires the HBA to
implement a state machine that upon an access to a byte-wide device terminates the transfer of
the even byte and initiates a new access for the odd byte while it links the Visor upper to the
PC Card lower data path. Here, the PC Card signal A0 plays the roll of indicating the even
byte but its level is of no concern for the odd byte.

Mode CE2-1 A0 D15-8 D7-0
Word’ 10 0 Z Even
Word’ 01 X Odd D15-8

Table 18. The Alternative Word Mode.

This requires the HBA to know which address spaces are designated for the 8-bit IO devices
why the HBA address decoding, that generates the select signals among other things, must
have internal registers that store base addresses of these spaces. This seeming a bit
complicated can be solved in an another fashion often used by PCMCIA 16-bit hosts with 8-
bit IO PC Cards. This solution employs the use of the signal IOIS16 that is left deasserted by
PC Cards when targeted devices within it are 8-bit wide. The HBA sampling this signal can
either, interrupt the host and request a new cycle this time with the odd byte from the previous
cycle on the lower data path, or break the cycle into two byte-access cycles as described
before using the same modes shown.

The latter, as mentioned before, requires the timing characteristics of the HBA and the PC
Card to allow two bus cycles within one. PC Card have timing information on their CIS and
Visor accesses can be adjusted accordingly by adding wait states extending the cycle time to
twice as long. If this still is not feasible, interrupting the Visor for service is the only choice,
which can be selected by adding a mask-bit for the IOIS16 in the IR. However, this may be
very inappropriate since service acknowledgement can take up to 150 microseconds, which is
500 times the length of a longest access cycle.
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The last signal that needs some wording is the SPKR line that carries binary sound. Since
there is no speaker available via the SBE, the HBA must in some manner transport this data to
the Visor. Using word-long serial registers converting this data to two bytes and transfer them
via a service request might be too ambitious since this only is a mean for devices such as
modems to alert their activity. Instead the HBA can sense activity on this line and send an
interrupt to host when activity it starts and ends.

4.3.5 The Control Set
The adaptation in this set involves the signals RESET and WAIT. The first of the two does
not present any problem since their function is exactly the same. The Visor reset lasts about
30 milliseconds, which is 30 times the minimum required for PC Cards. The only adaptation
these signals need is equality of their polarity that can simply be done by inverting the active-
low Visor signal to fit the PC Card active-high signal.

The WAIT signal may presents problems depending on the PC Card that requires its use.
There is no corresponding signal on the SB standard leaving a developer basically with one
choice of implementation of the wait-function. Using interrupt as it was described in the
previous section is one alternative. However due to the interrupt latency, also mentioned
before, generating an interrupt upon access to an entity that requires longer than 300ns to
respond to a command is unfeasible.

The only possibility here is that upon the first occurring interrupt, caused by the wait-bit in the
HBA IR, the Visor application runs a special service routine that makes the software divide
further accesses to that device into two consecutive separate ones. The HBA must
accommodate this by providing an optional cycle prolonging state machine for certain base
address owned by very slow devices. Software initializing this makes the first access by the
host an unfinished cycle in the slow device’s point of view, giving it sufficient time to execute
the current command. The second access will then fetch the result, if any, and terminate the
whole cycle by letting the HBA restore the state machine in question.

4.3.6 The Memory Set
The signals that will be discussed in this section are the both standards’ OE and WE and REG
on PC Cards. As mentioned previously the choice of address decoding, based on Visor
address and CS signals, is completely the developer’s choice. However the address space of
the Visor expansion must be divided in a fashion that gives the AM and CM a designated
address range. This is necessary for generating the REG signal that in the active state
indicates accesses to the AM. Just using the ‘csSlot0’ and ‘csSlot1’ for each of the memory
types respectively is not sufficient since many devices may reside on the PC Card and even
the VPBA needing their own appointed space.

The OE and WE on each side of the VPBA have the same function and very close behavior.
Still they cannot just be extended from one side, through the VPBA, to the other side except
they must be linked by the HBA. The reason for this is that the activation of these signals
must be coordinated with other related signals adapted by the HBA. Also the HBA must have
the ability to generate access on its own why having access to this signals is essential. One
thing worth considering is the tendency of the OE of the Visor to be asserted and deasserted
receptively prior and after the chip-select signals. This behavior can be masked by
combinatorial or register logic giving the expected appearance for PC Cards – even for the
control unit of the VPBA.
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4.3.7 The IO Set
The SB standard accesses IO devices as if they were linear memory devices. This means that
there are no signals indicating IO read or write cycles as expected by PC Cards. This issue can
be tackled in the same manner as for the REG signal that is giving the IO entities their own
address space. The division of the address space can be done as desired but since the REG
signal is also active during IO cycles is recommended that the AM and the IO space subdivide
an address range in-between them. When access is targeting the subdivision for IO the signals
IORD and IOWR should be linked to Visor OE and WE respectively.

This set also includes an additional IO signal missing a correspondence in the SB standard.
The INPACK signal, which is rarely used in PCMCIA systems and will probably be removed
from the PC Card standard, has no possible function in the VPBA project. This signal would
only be useful in a multi PC Card system in which case the HBA alone would easily handle
its necessity without concerning the host system.

4.3.8 The Special Purpose Set
Signals in this set need no adaptation since the PC Card standard does not require existence of
a microphone. However these signals and the reserved ones could be made available for the
HBA making some purposes, desired by a developer, possible.
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5 The Adaptation Solution
The objective of this thesis is to develop a hardware that adapts the SB standard to the PC
Card standard making the use of the Visor handheld with the ORINOCO PC Card for
Wireless networking possible. However since this objective targets only one PC Card, the
hardware – named VPBA9 – does not need to include the general adaptation of the two
standards. This means that depending on properties of the ORINOCO PC Card, support for
some parts of the PC Card standard can be left out without any affects on the objective. Here
it is important that the information about the PC Card is accurate and sufficient. In case of
data scarcity about the product that usually is common mind-troubling issue for developers
due to company secrets, it is wise to make the VPBA design open for post adjustments.

5.1 The ORINOCO PC Card
The Lucent Technologies is a north American based company that researches and develops
various products in the mobility, optical, software, data and voice networking fields. Lucent
has developed a radio product that makes mobile broadband connectivity possible for
computers supporting the PC Card standard. This PC Card called the ORINOCO is a WLAN
Card giving possibility for network scenarios such as Peer to Peer Work Group, Home and
Enterprise networking possible.

Figure 12. The ORINOCO WLAN PC Card.

The ORINOCO card provides the same function available with the standard wired Ethernet
card but enables connection to the local net and Internet without cables, to a hub and/or patch
panel, physically tying users down to the location of the wired connection. It complies with
the IEEE 802.11b standard on wireless LANs and supports data rates up to 11Mbit/s within an
open office environment of 160 meters radius. The radio unit uses the carrier frequency of
2,4GHz through the two integrated antennas that give the best performance in an environment
with few obstacles. Up till 13 sub-channels are possible and the CSMA with Collision
Avoidance and Acknowledgment as media protocol and CCK, DQPSK and DBPSK
techniques for modulation is used. Some interesting technical parameters are as follows.

•  Type II PC Card
•  Operates in 0 to 55°C
•  5 Volts power supply
•  Maximum power consumption of 280mA
•  Output power of 15dBm

                                                
9 This is not the product name, which will be decided by the company responsible for marketing it.
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Other parameters that are of great interest and essential for optimizing the performance of the
VPBA are presented below. Unfortunately these data cannot be taken as facts since the
information is verbally gathered from various sources and have not been confirmed by lucent
technologies. Therefore, the following information should be taken as assumptions rather than
facts.

•  AM is 16-bit wide but only the even locations are valid.
•  There is no CM sufficient enough for the host system.
•  IO devices onboard the card are 16-bit wide.
•  No memory devices, onboard the card, utilize any of the status set signals.
•  Logic levels follow the ‘low-level logic’ input rather what specified by PC Card standard.

5.2 The Adaptation Solution
Considering only the specifications and requirements of the ORINOCO the adaptation of the
SB standard to the PC Card standard can be simplified. As mentioned previously absence of
confirmation for some technical information encourages support for some elements of the PC
Card standard to be included.

5.2.1 The Power Set
As mentioned in the adaptation solution based on theory of the two standards involved, the
Visor supplies only a voltage of maximum 3,6 Volts. Since this particular ORINOCO card
requires 5 Volts supply the VPBA must provide this by some means. However this fact along
with absence of need for programming voltages on board the ORINOCO allows the VPBA to
supply 5 Volts of power to the signals VCC, VPP2-1 without decoding the VS1-0.

Having encountered some electrical properties of the systems involved it is clear that the
VPBA should have an independent source of power. The reason is that the Visor expansion
only supplies 100mA while the ORINOCO alone during transmission requires 280mA.
However for sake of keeping the hardware simple the VPBA power source will be from the
Visor machine while the power source onboard the VPBA will only serve the PC Card.

5.2.2 The Address Set
The address bus is one of the few sets of signals that can electrically be extended through the
VPBA. There is no need for adaptation but some of the address signals of low significance
and high significance are needed by the HBA for addressing registers within it and for address
decoding, respectively. Since the ORINOCO seem to not have sufficient memory that could
be used by the Visor for storing or executing applications the VPBA must provide this
feature. This non-volatile memory will be mapped into the CM space and will not present any
problems if CM actually would be present on the PC Card since address decoding is
modifiable and PC Card data bus can be kept isolated within some address spaces of choice.
This memory – preferably a flash type – together with the other types, HBA registers and IO
space will be mapped as follows.
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Base
(Internal address)

Offset
(External address) Element Bus range

(HBA)
Size
[B]

$28 $000000 Flash Memory A21-A1 4M
$400000 Common Memory A23-A1 12288K
$000000 Attribute Memory A23-A1 8188K

$29 $7FF000 HBA Memory A1-A0 8
$800000 IO Memory A23-A1 8M

Table 19. The Module Address Map.

The table above shows how the 32MB addressable space of the Visor external expansion is
divided. The first element is the flash memory starting at address zero where the module
headers are expected to be. Module application such as the software that interfaces with the
ORINOCO PC Card will also reside here. The memory size was estimated sufficient by the
software group that develops the software referred to earlier.

The CM space follows immediately after the flash memory and use of it depends on the
ORINOCO memory structure. The AM follows the CM but is situated in the ‘csSlot1’ instead
of ‘csSlot0’. The VPBA has been given a space of 4KB despite the fact that only 8 registers
are likely to ever be used. The reason lies in hardware restrictions: not enough address lines
can be included in the HBA to tighten the address area. The IO space covers the higher half of
the ‘csSlot1’ and is 8MB, unlikely to be used entirely. It should be clear that this memory map
has been chosen since it is straight forward, easy and give simple address decoding. However
this map may be altered if it appears necessary.

Element A23-12 A0 CS1-0 CE2-1 D15-8 D7-0
Flash Memory $000-$3FF 0 10 11 Odd Even

Common Memory $400-$FFF 0 10 00 Odd Even
Attribute Memory $000-$7FE 0 01 10 Z Even

HBA Memory $7FF-$7FF 0 01 11 Odd Even
IO Memory $800-$FFF 0 01 00 Odd Even

Table 20. The CFM Access Modes.

The important PC Card card-enable signals are decoded as shown by the preceding table.
When accesses are initiated to the HBA and the flash memory the PC Card is held in the
standby mode. Otherwise the PC Card is activated by the word access mode except the case
for the AM where the word’ for even byte is used. How the data busses are linked together
will be shown further forward.

The PC Card standard has four times greater address space than the SB. To make use of the
whole address space two extra address bits are necessary that in some way must be supplied
by the host system. These can be provided by accessing a register, called the Address Base
Register, and write desired base address. The content of this register is constantly present on
the signals A25-24.

B1 B0

A25 A24

Table 21. The HBA Address Base Register.
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5.2.3 The Data Set
There is no need for adaptation for these signals since both the Visor and ORINOCO entirely
are 16-bit machines. However the HBA needs this signals from the Visor side for access to its
internal registers. To also leave the possibility for supporting data manipulation and isolation
regarding the PC Card open, the link between these two data busses on each side should be
through the HBA.

Element Visor PC Card
D15-8 D7-0 Đ 15-8 Đ 7-0

Flash Memory Odd Even Z Z
Common Memory Odd Even D15-8 D7-0
Attribute Memory Invalid Even D15-8 D7-0

HBA Memory Odd Even Z Z
IO Memory Odd Even D15-8 D7-0

Table 22. The Data Bus Linkage.

5.2.4 The Status and Control Set
Allowing VPBA to supply power for the ORINOCO card simplifies some measures that need
to be taken by the HBA. As mentioned before the CD2-1 can be extended electrically through
the VPBA while monitored by the HBA. These signals at least along with the LOWBAT
signal should determine when to turn the power on for the ORINOCO.

CD2-1 LOWBAT PC power
XX 0 OFF
1X 1 OFF
X1 1 OFF
00 1 ON

Table 23. The PC Card Power-up Logic.

Some sort of latency in reaction of the signal turning the power on must be provided so that
the power does not oscillate upon card inserting.

Most of the issues, except the IRQ, discussed in the HBA theory section of the status set and
even the control set does not need to be implemented. This is due to the assumption that the
ORINOCO is entirely a 16-bit PC Card. However the signals concerning those issues will be
included in the HBA incase of later realization of their need or future use. These signals
beside WAIT from the control set are the PC Card’s WP/IOIS16, BVD2/SPKR,
BVD1/STSCHG and READY/IRQ.

As suggested before an internal register called the IR will be created inside the HBA. Each bit
of this register will correspond to a condition that needs servicing from the host. The host is
able to read from and write to this register at any time. The register this far will have the
following shape. Note that SPKR is not included because of its nature discussed before.
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Table 24. The HBA Interrupt Register.

It might be peculiar that each nine condition has its own bit while there are only six signals
that can activate them. Explanation for this is that a PC Card during initiation expects the
memory only mode where the signals WP, BVD2-1 and READY are physically available.
After that event the host, by setting the mode bit in the HBA, switches the mode to
Memory/IO if it has learned that the current PC Card is an IO type. In this mode the alternate
signals will be physically available instead. The alternate signals have in between themselves
different behavior and while switching between interpretations for bit setting is rather
complicated, signals are multiplexed to the Logic Part of the right bit in IR using the mode-
bit. The mode bit is accessible in the HBA mode register; when set the memory/IO mode is
taken in effect.

B0
M/IO

Table 25. The HBA Mode Register.

The logic part refers to the circuit controlling each bit of the IR that detects active state by
sensing corresponding signals. Upon detecting an active state the corresponding bit will be set
and in turn will force the Visor IRQ to be active to alert the host of the event. The service
request for the condition “IO is not 16” must be delayed because sufficient time must be
available for IO on the PC Card to alert that it actually is 16-bit wide, preventing false
requests.

The reset signal from the Visor expansion must be inverted to suit the PC Card reset.

State Visor reset PC Card reset
Inactive 1 0
Active 0 1

Table 26. The PC Card Reset Status.

5.2.5 The Memory and IO Set
Regarding signals in the memory set and IO set no simplifications can be made why the
behavior of these will exactly follow the suggestion made in the HBA theory section. The
memory map presented earlier was also chosen such that it would not contradict those
recommendations. The REG signal as purposed will always be active when the ‘csSlot1’ is
accessed. This will not present problems when the HBA, which also resides in that address
space, is accessed since all other memory and IO signals will be blocked and the PC Card will
not react. The following table shows how signals in to sets are generated depending on the
entity being accessed. Note that A and B are just used as linking variables.
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Element Visor PC Card
OE WE REG OE WE IORD IOWR

Flash Memory A B 1 1 1 1 1
Common Memory A B 1 A B 1 1
Attribute Memory A B 0 A B 1 1

HBA Memory A B 0 1 1 1 1
IO Memory A B 0 1 1 A B

Table 27. The PC Card Cycle Definition Signals.

Despite the fact that the INPACK signal is rarely used it will be included in the HBA IR just
to have the ability to monitor activity on it if any. As for the IOIS16 the service request for the
condition connected to the INPACK signal must also be delayed for providing sufficient time
for IO on the PC Card to alert that the address targeted actually is belonging to it. The
following bit in the IR will report the condition.

B4
INPACK

Table 28. The first Supplement to the IR.

5.2.6 The Special Purpose Set
The differential signals for the Visor microphone will be left as they are by the VPBA.
However the Reserved signals will be used if some purposes such as testing or programming
the VPBA while inserted in the Visor. It’s recommended that these signals be left as the are
since some Visor machines may have it connected some how. However this is very unlikely
since they may only be given a function in future releases of the SB standard.
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6 Hardware design
Designing of the VPBA hardware involves circuit board shaping, functional unit modeling,
component appointing, circuit schematics drawing, board layout and component mounting.
The following sections will cast a detailing light over the named issues.

6.1 The VPBA Units
This section takes the different units of the CFM, i.e. the VPBA, in focus. Some interesting
parameters and aspects are presented and the major components used will be mentioned.

Figure 13. The VPBA Hardware Overview.

6.1.1 The Processing Unit
The unit that monitors other units of the VPBA and implements the functions of the HBA is
the VPBA processing unit. The processing required could be provided through various
fashions but the project specification had dictated the use of programmable logic device
preferably Xilinx CoolRunner CPLD. This belongs to the XPLA3 family that requires very
low power and provides very high speed. They offer not only an enormous capability for
digital system designs but also support in system programming and testing. There are many
types of devices in this family differed by capability, speed, number of useable IO pins,
package and more.

To decide which of these devices to use, the processing unit based on the theoretical
adaptation of the standards rather than the simplified one was soft-implemented. Reason for
this was to realize the quantity of logic and the number of IO pins the HBA, with full support
for the PC Card memory/IO interface and the VPBA hardware, requires. This way, knowing
that the adaptation solution requires fewer resources, the sufficiency of programmable logic
and the ability for post adjustments of the HBA is guaranteed. This led to the choice of the
family’s device XCR3128XL-7 in a VQ100 package. Some interesting parameters are listed
in the table below.
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Parameter Condition Min Max Unit
Propagation Delay – – 7,5 ns
System Frequency – – 119 MHz
Usable logic gates – – 3200 –
Usable user IO – – 84 –
Supply Voltage Industrial 2,7 3,6 V
Supply Current – (VCC=3,3V; f=10MHz) – 60 (6) mA
Output voltage VCC=3,3V 0 3,3 V
Logic levels Inputs 2,0(High) 0,8(Low) V
Logic levels Outputs 2,4(High) 0,4(Low) V
Program/Erase cycles – 1000 – –
Temperature Range Industrial -40 85 °C

Table 29. The significant Parameters of the XCR3128XL-7.

The signals that are connected to this device and the logic describing programs for it will be
presented in the next chapter.

6.1.1.1 The JTAG
The Joint Testing Assistance Group interface allows programming and testing of a large
number of PLDs while these are onboard their system. This makes constructing and
developing with these types of devices very fast and at low cost since no additional
programming and testing hardware is necessary.

Figure 14. The JTAG Architecture.

By simply connecting the programmable devices’ JTAG pins paralleled in some manner to
the JTAG-port connected to a host system such as a PC, it’s possible by a programming and
testing application to get the results desired. The Basic JTAG connector is a 16-pin
rectangular socket, which can be viewed in the figure below.

Figure 15. The JTAG Port, which connect to a PC.

The connection-manner spoken of in the case of the VPBA is as follows. The JTAG pins of
the XCR3128XL are connected to pins on the Visor connector. These pins preferably should
be the Visor reserved pins that carry no function to allow JTAG interfacing even when the
CFM is resident in the Visor expansion. However due to lack of CPLD IO-pins this could not
be managed why a SB bus extension module was modified to provide connection between the
JTAG port and the CPLD JTAG pins when the VPBA was connected to it.
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Figure 16. The modified SB Module providing all JTAG Signals including Power.

The bus extension had to be removed from the VISOR expansion before the JTAG port where
made active.

Visor Connector Pin PN JTAG Port Line CoolRunner Pin PN
Reserved 62 VCC PRT 11

CS0 7 TCK VCS0 62
CS1 42 TDI VCS1 4
OE 9 TMS VOE 15
IRQ 16 TDO VIRQ 73

Table 30. The JTAG Interface Solution.

The signal PRT is the Port Enable, PE, of the CoolRunner device family, which multiplexes
the JTAG signal when these are used as IO pins. JTAG pins are chosen if the PE logic level is
high why this is pulled down by the VPBA for normal function. However when the JTAG
port is active it pulls this signal to high level since PE is connected to JTAG’s VCC by the
modified SB bus extension.

6.1.2 The Complementary Unit
The complementary unit is only consistent of two entities that handle the power up of the
VPBA and the processing unit clock. When power is applied to the expansion slot it takes
5ms before it is valid. During that period of time all pins of the XCR3128XL will be in the
high-impedance state, i.e. electrically removed from its pins. Afterwards the device is
instantly operational while other units connected to it may not be ready. To ensure sufficient
time for those units there must be mean to prevent the HBA to take actions directed to them
for some period. A reset circuit form MAXIM, the MAX809TEXR-T, connected to one of the
CoolRunner’s IO pins makes this possible. A weak pull-down to ground is provided on that
signal to ensure active reset state even if the reset circuit has not reached its operational state.

Parameter Condition Min Max Unit
Supply voltage – 1,2 5,5 V
Supply Current VCC<3,6V – 60 µA
Valid VCC SC70-3 Package 2,95 3,21 V
Reset Period VCC Valid 100 840 ms
Logic Levels VCC =3V 2,4(high) 0,4(low) V
Temperature Range SC70-3 Package -40 125 °C

Table 31. The significant Parameters of the MAX809TEXR-T.
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To provide clock for the processing unit resident in the CoolRunner the oscillator device
LTC1799IS5 from Linear Technology is used. This device can be programmed by a simple
resistor to provide clock frequencies from 1kHZ to 33MHz.

Parameter Condition Min Max Unit
Supply voltage – 2,7 5,5 V
Supply Current VCC<3,6V – 2,4 mA
Logic levels Inputs; VCC=3V 2,6(High) 0,5(Low) V
Logic levels Outputs; VCC=3V 2,2(High) 0,7(Low) V
Temperature Range SOT23 Package -40 125 °C

Table 32. The significant Parameters of the LTC1799IS5.

If the device signal DIV is grounded the value of the SET-resistor for a certain frequency can
be decided as follows. (See appendix E.)
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The frequency is set to 10MHz since it is thought be adequate and it gives the CoolRunner
reasonable power consumption. It simply can be risen by changing or just paralleling the
existing with an another suitable resistor. If the oscillator is not needed at all or during long
periods it might be desired to be turn it off, which is not possible since the device lacks such a
feature. To allow this, the switch MAX4626EUK-T is used to cut of the oscillator power
supply, controlled by the HBA.

Parameter Condition Min Max Unit
Input Range V+=3,3V 0 3,3 V
Switch Resistance V+=2,7V – 900 mΩ
Switch Time – – 90 ns
Logic Levels – 2(high) 0,6(low) V
Leakage Current Constant – ±1 µA
Supply voltage – 1,8 5,5 V
Supply Current V+=3,6V; 0V Input – 10 µA
Temperature Range SOT23-5 Package -40 85 °C

Table 33. The significant Parameters of the MAX4626EUK-T.

When the switch is turned off the power supply is typically isolated by -51dB from the
oscillator supply. Virtually no power on the oscillator V+, floats its clock output leading logic
level fluctuations on the CoolRunner’s clock signal. To avoid this the clock signal is pull-
down to ground ensuring low logic-level when the switch is off.

6.1.3 The Memory Unit
This unit is only consistent of a Flash Memory device that holds applications and programs
used by the Visor handheld to coordinate operations and administer the ORINOCO PC Card.
This flash memory is the AM29DL640D-90EI provided in a standard TSOP48 package by
Advance Micro Devices Incorporation, AMD.
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Parameter Condition Min Max Unit
Capacity – – 8 MB
Data Rate – – 20 MB/s
Supply Voltage – 2,7 3,6 V
Supply Current – – 45 mA
Logic levels Inputs; VCC=3,3V 2,31(High) 0,8(Low) V
Logic levels Outputs; VCC=3,3V 2,8(High) 0,45(Low) V
Program/Erase cycles – 106 – –
Temperature Range – -65 125 °C

Table 34. The significant Parameters of the AM29DL640D-90EI.

The memory device has been coupled in such a way that only 16-bit operations are permitted.
Since this device is low-voltage device requiring a voltage around 3 Volts its power must also
be provided from the Visor handheld. This might be alarming but since the logic device
CoolRunner is decided to operate at 10MHz only, its power demand is one tenth of what was
indicated before why there is room for the additional 45mA that the flash memory may
require.

6.1.4 The Power Unit
As mentioned earlier, the Visor handheld will supply the power the VPBA requires. This is
feasible since the sum of currents required by the processing, the memory and the
complementary unit is in the worst case 54mA which is way below the maximum of what the
Visor can supply. This leaves only the ORINOCO to be supplied by the power available on
the VPBA. Since the ORINOCO requires a maximum of 280mA during transmission the
current delivered by VPBA should at least be a value above that providing some margin. A
battery able to supply such a current is needed for the VPBA and more over a mean of
charging and voltage regulation.

6.1.4.1 The Battery
The most important parameter of the battery is its capacity; i.e. how much current can be
drained from it during a definite time period. If the ORINOCO is imagined to transmit
uninterruptedly during two hours, a battery capacity, C, of at least 600mA is needed. There
are many batteries available on the market and to make the optimum choice many aspects
must be considered.

In the project specification the use of rechargeable batteries was dictated. There are two types
of secondary batteries that have good overall and environmental characteristics namely Nickel
Metal Hybrids, NiMH, and Lithium Ions, Li+. NiMHs have a nominal voltage between 1,2
and 1,3 Volts with high capacity and can completely be recharged 500 times since the show
little memory effect. The disadvantages are high self-discharge of 0,1C per month, low
performance in low temperatures and need complex control and monitoring units during (fast)
recharging.
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The Li+s are light10 and require low volume while they offer high capacity in a temperature
range of –60 to 85 degrees Celsius. The nominal voltage is between 3,6 and 3,7 Volts and the
memory effect is virtually non-existent. Although these batteries offer high security and
reliability and can be fast charged during only 2 hours, they need special charging mechanism
and protection for over charge and discharge.

Clearly the Li+ is the better choice of battery for the VPBA because of the higher nominal
voltage, higher capacity, simpler charging and monitoring circuits, wide temperature range
and ability to fast charge securely. However since initially the use of the extended module
from handspring as VPBA enclosure was desired, batteries of the type triple-A were
necessary. At least at the time no such batteries could be found in the Li+ technology why
NiMH was strongly considered. But due to a reason that will be mentioned in the circuit board
section, the shape of the battery no longer meant any restriction. Some consultation led to
choice of a single PSC340648-1000 rechargeable lithium-ion prismatic cell manufactured by
PolyStor Corporation of Livermore, CA.

Figure 17. The VPBA Battery.

Parameter Typical value Unit
Capacity 1 A
Cycle Life 400 –
Low Battery Voltage 2,8 V
Maximum Charging Current 2 A
Nominal Voltage 3,7 V
Operating Temperature -20–60 °C
Volume 6,5×34×48 mm3

Weight 29 g
Table 35. The significant Parameters of the Li+-battery PSC340648-1000.

The battery is delivered with an external PTC device that protects it from over charge and
discharge and polarity error.

                                                
10 37% lower weight than NiMH.
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6.1.4.2 The Power Converter
The ORINOCO PC Card requires a steady voltage of 5 Volts even at maximum current drain.
The cell voltage of 3,7 must be risen and regulated to that voltage in a simple and proper
manner. Using a switching step-up regulator is required which various devices on the market
provide. Characteristics that needed to be considered in choosing such a device were
primarily simplicity, efficiency and low power consumption. The device chosen is the
MAX1703: a 1-Cell to 3-Cell, high power, low noise, step-up DC-DC Converter from
MAXIM Integrated Circuits Corporation.

Parameter Condition Min Max Unit
Efficiency – – 95 %
Frequency – 40 300 kHz
Input Range – – 5,5 V
Leakage Current – – ±1 µA
Logic Levels 5 Volt mode 4(high) 0,4/1,2(low) V
Output Current Constant – 1,5 A
Output Voltage 5 Volt mode 4,87 5,20 V
Power-Good Comparator – 1,225 1,275 V
Supply Current – – 300 µA
Temperature Range 16 SO Package -40 85 °C

Table 36. The significant Parameters of the MAX1703.

The table above presents some interesting parameters about the converter circuit. This device
has some additional features such as battery condition reporting and logic controlled shut
down. The first feature can be implemented by manipulating the low battery voltage to the
power-good comparator level using two resistors. For the VPBA this is chosen such that the
low battery condition may be reported for a battery voltage in the range 2,858 to 2,975 Volts.
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The second feature may be used whenever power consumption needs to be reduced. This
device needs an external inductor of value 4,7µH through which the battery connects to it and
to the power output, VDD.

6.1.4.3 The battery Charger
The battery chosen for the VPBA requires the “Constant Voltage Current Limited”, CVCL,
charging method. Charging it involves a constant voltage of 4,2±0,05 Volts while the constant
current can be chosen as desired – depending on charge time and final capacity – within the
specified limits. Using the charging current 200mA will fully charge the battery in a
maximum time of four hours. Full battery can be detected in the case above when the current
to the battery has dropped to 20mA.

Many devices on the market provide charging mechanism for Li+ batteries. Since these
devices take their required power from external sources, power consumption is not a critical
parameter. The basis of chose is entirely the ease of implementing the charge behavior above.
The device LTC1732 from Linear Technology Corporate is a CVCL linear charge controller
for single lithium-ion cells with voltage and current sense, timer and some other useful
features. Below some interesting parameters can be observed.
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Parameter Condition Min Max Unit
Input Range – 4,5 12 V
Logic Levels – 4(high) 1,2(low) V
Output Current Constant – 1 A
Output Voltage – 4,158 4,242 V
Supply Current – 0,007 3 mA
Temperature Range 16 SO Package -40 85 °C

Table 37. The significant Parameters of the LTC1732.

This circuit needs an external rectifier and transistor, which steered by the device, delivers the
current to the battery. These complementary components are chosen as suggested by data
sheet of the device in focus. However some other external components are essential for the
behavior of the circuit. The charging current is decided by two so-called sense and
programming resistors:
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The timer feature is used to terminate the charge if the charging yet has not been completed
after the maximum allowed time. This time is set to 3 hours and 36 min by deciding the timer
capacitor.
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Taking a closer look on the logic levels of this device in the table above, it is learned that the
low level-logic – a zero – output can be as high as 1,2 Volts. Low voltage logic level devices
such as the one the HBA will be implemented in, commonly expect a maximum of 0,8 Volts
for logic zero. Since this may present misinterpretation on the signals CHRG and ACPR, two
voltage monitors, MAX837, have been put on those signals two interpret any voltage below
1,2 as a low logic-level.

Parameter Condition Min Max Unit
Logic Levels VCC=3,3V 2,8(high) 0,4(low) V
Leakage Current – – ±12 nA
Reference Voltage – 1,169 1,231 V
Supply Current VCC=3,3V – 0,008 mA
Temperature Range SOT143 Package -40 85 °C

Table 38. The significant Parameters of the MAX837.

Using some of the parameters above the behavior mentioned can be caused using two
resistors. (See appendix E.)
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6.1.4.4 The Power Switch
The circuitry of the power converter is in such a manner that it involves a direct electrical link
from the battery to the ORINOCO power intake. This presents problems when the DC-DC
converter is turned off, which can occur either if the ORINOCO is connected while the VPBA
is not electrically connected to the Visor or if the HBA has forced it. These problems can be
avoided if a switch makes it possible to break that link in those cases. This has been
implemented by using a switch from MAXIM, MAX1607.

Parameter Condition Min Max Unit
Input Range – 2,7 5,5 V
Switch Resistance Input: 4,4–5,5V – 125 mΩ
Switch Time 3 200 µs
Logic Levels – 2,4(high) 0,8(low) V
Leakage Current Constant – ±1 A
Supply Current – – 0,025 mA
Temperature Range 8 SO Package -40 85 °C

Table 39. The significant Parameters of the MAX1607.

The switch is coupled in such a way that it always breaks the link in question until the HBA
puts low logic-level on the device enable signal.

6.1.5 The Connector Unit
The connector unit involves three connectors: the PCMCIA, the SB and the battery connector.
The JTAG connector is left out since its four essential signals will be connected to the VPBA
through the Visor handheld. The PCMCIA connector is the 5025-068-100 connector from
AVX Corporation – a TYPE II standard voltage (5V) with 68 pins that requires through-hole
mounting.

Figure 18. The PCMCIA 5Volt Connector.

The signals connected to the pins are listed in appendix and can also be viewed in the circuit
board schematics. The Visor connector, IC1K-68RD-1.27SFA, is from the HIROSE Electric
Incorporation. Counter to the PCMCIA connector the Visor is a low voltage type with 68 pin
receptors and requires single side surface mounting.

Figure 19. The Visor Connector.
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The last connector required is the one that connects the battery to the circuit board. The
battery is delivered without any connectors, which allows freedom of choice. The
201M2L03L micro connector pair from ITW McMurdo company was chosen for this
purpose. It consists of a two-pin male connector and a two-pin-receptor female connector,
which connects to the battery through the PTC safety unit’s wires. The male one is a through
mount connector with connector retention. They are polarity keyed, which prevents inaccurate
battery connection.

Figure 20. The Battery Connector Pair.

6.2 The Testing Nodes
To increase the hardware testability for the VPBA, fourteen test nodes have been included in
the hardware making connection to a logic or voltage analyzer possible. These nodes are
connected to signals that are essential for operation of the various devices onboard and not
available to the HBA (CoolRunner) for (JTAG) monitoring. The nodes are denoted P## and
are visible in the VPBA circuit board schematic in appendix E. For instance P11 is connected
to the power supply of the CoolRunner device. There are three nodes connected to three of the
CoolRunner pins that are dedicated to allow monitoring of HBA internal signals of interest.
These are P1, P2 and P3.

6.3 The Discrete Components
There are a large number of discrete components included in the VPBA hardware since their
existence is essential. They can be divided into three groups: complementary, disturbance and
level pulling. The first group includes all the discrete components that are necessary for the
integrated circuit they are connected to. Basically these components are either those that were
unable/undesired to be integrated in the device or those allowing user to program the device
as required. The value calculation of the programming components has been presented
previously while the value of the other type is chosen following the guidelines and device
evaluation result from the manufacturer.

The disturbance category of the discrete components includes those that are present in
purpose of eliminating or decreasing effects of disturbances. Mostly these are decoupling
capacitors eliminating transients on the device power line due to internal switching of the
integrated circuits. The value of these filtering capacitors is chosen to 10nF, which is suitable
for systems running at 20MHz. Reason for this, recalling that the VPBA is set to run at
10MHz, is that doubling the VPBA frequency might be required depending on need HBA
operations.

6.4 The Circuit Board
The circuit board is one of the most important issues of the VPBA designing since it is the
item that mechanically and electrically connects the various components. The main
parameters that decide its measurements are the Visor expansion connector and the PC Card
connector, shape of the Visor handheld and the module type used as enclosure.
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The PCMCIA connectors that are available in the market are much larger than the Visor
expansion. The number of pins and the measurement of the connector core are almost
identical. The larger PCMCIA connector size is due to its slides for inserting and holding a
PC Card on each sides of the card and also the larger back part that holds the core and the
connector steady on the circuit board. The measurements of the PC connector exceeding the
maximum values of the handspring modules means that the circuit board must be larger in
length than standard module boards and also much wider in the part that sticks out from the
Visor top back plane. However due to the fact that Visor handhelds have a LCD Handwriting
Pencil that can be kept in a cylinder hole immediately to the right of the expansion entrance,
the area must be widen by extending the top left side of the board. These matters naturally
make it impossible to even use the extended handspring module type why design and
manufacturing a enclosure must be included in the VPBA hardware design process.

Figure 21. The layout of the VPBA Circuit Board.

The figure above shows the shape of the board required where the dark green areas are
intended for the circuit wiring; the blue for connector mounting and brown for battery
placement. The outmost measurements of the card are decided by considering the size of the
standard module boards through direct measurement since document providing this
information was not available. Specified and exact measurements of the card can be viewed in
appendix F.

6.5 The Printed Circuit
To make the schematic design of the VPBA that determines how all the devices and
components of its different units are connected the Veribest Capture was used. This is CAD
software for schematic designs, various simulations and PCB designs amongst other features
but only the first feature was of interest in the VPBA project. To be able to start designing the
VPBA schematic, symbols for all the devices needed to be created. Symbols for discrete
components such as resistors and capacitors were already available in the software’s
component libraries why creation of these was not required. A symbol is defined by using a
special syntax in a text file for the device.

Figure 22. The Veribest Symbol Definition Syntax.
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The file should have the file extension .def in order to be compiled by an extension-software
of the Veribest to create the graphic symbol. When all symbols where created for all devices
including the connectors the connection scheme was established. This was followed by
creation of a net list during which unconnected pins and incorrect connections are alarmed.
When the circuit schematics of the VPBA was error-free a component database was produced.
Essential files generated by the software along with the schematics11 and the circuit board
design were send to the “Två Ritare” Corporation to construct the layout of the PCB. The
result of that construction was send on to a PCB-company, Teltex AB, to manufacture the
actual board.

Figure 23. The manufactured VPBA Board.

The PCB became a double-sided 6-layered board, which was handed to the LM Ericsson AB
in Kista Stockholm along with all the components for mounting through soldering.

Figure 24. The finished VPBA PCB. Figure 25. The VPBA PCB inside the interim Enclosure.

6.6 The Enclosure
As mentioned in the circuit board section an enclosure must be manufacturing for the VPBA
hardware. However since this thesis main objective is to develop a VPBA module prototype a
tailor-made and user friendly enclosure is not very important. To provide protection and
mechanical stability for the PCB, since the card might be inserted and removed a large
number of times that can damage the surface-soldered Visor-connector, an interim cover was
necessary. This need was fulfilled by cutting a standard module on the opposite face of the
connector face and the top face of the module except the area that covers the Visor-connector.
The figure above shows the VPBA CFM inside that module enclosure.

                                                
11 See appendix E.
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7 Software Design
Designing the VPBA software involves realization of the Visor to PC Card HBA and the
Module Conductor, MC, in a Hardware Describing Language, HDL. The Module Conductor
is some additional functions that are needed to control and coordinate the different units of the
VPBA. However there is no clear distinction made between the HBA and the MC in the
process of developing the software. For simplicity reasons these two will be considered as one
entity and referred to as the HBA.

7.1 The Hardware Describing Language
When the specifications of this project were formulated the use of VHDL for designing what
is now known as the HBA, was suggested. VHDL stands for Very-High-Speed-Integrated-
Circuit Hardware Description Language and is a high-level language designed for describing
the behavior of digital systems implemented in programmable logic-devices. It has many
features appropriate for constructing electronic components ranging from simple logic gates
to complex microprocessors. Like Pascal, C and C++, VHDL is a general-purpose
programming language allowing complex design concepts to be expressed as computer
programs that can automatically be circuit synthesized for system simulation.

Another hardware describing language is ABEL, which stands for Advanced Boolean
Equation Language. The Data IO Corporation developed this industry-standard language for
programmable logic-devices. It can be used to describe the behavior of digital systems
through logic equations, truth tables and state diagrams, using C-like statements. The ABEL
compiler allows designs to be simulated and implemented into CPLDs and FPGAs for
instance.

ABEL is a much simpler and more straightforward hardware describing language than
VHDL. Unlike VHDL, it is not abstract and general-purposed and does not have a wide range
of different data types. On the contrary ABEL is a concrete language in sense that it only
assumes register and combinatorial circuits found on PLDs. These are targeted by the so-
called dot extensions added to defined signals.

Figure 26. Register Model with using Dot Extensions.

For instance putting a register signal named ‘data’ in the high-impedance state can simply be
done by “data.OE=0” while in VHDL more syntax is needed. Another advantage of ABEL
over VHDL is the simple and straightforward use of the logic operators – sole symbols.

In ABEL test vectors of desired size and number can be provided directly in the code. These
are applied on the described logic after compiling and the simulation result is listed in tables
or in time diagrams. There are also some functions for automatically generating test vectors in
cases when number of test vectors is too large. In VHDL special test benches must be
designed for simulation and require additional software.
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ABEL allows both circuit non-specific and specific hardware programming. The first of the
two does not require any detailed knowledge of the device the program is to be implemented
into. The compiler uses the resources available on that device to implement the described
behavior. The second of the two allows a user that has detailed knowledge of the targeted
device to simplify and optimize the behavioral description. For instance if a register, referred
to as q, onboard a PLD has a synchronous reset known to the user, the following can be used
instead of describing the behavior of that type of reset: “q.SR=reset” where ‘reset’ is an
external signal. Another useful feature in this case is manual fuse programming.

Since the HBA is not a complex entity; simple, straightforward and optimal hardware
describing is desired; the ABEL-HDL is used in the VPBA project. The environment the
ABEL programming has been taken place is the Xilinx’s ISE WebPACK Design Capture,
which is a free, easy and complete software for description, simulation, fitting and
implementing logic in Xilinx CPLDs using JTAG.

7.2 The Host Bus Adapter
The HBA is the central unit of the VPBA. It monitors signals both from the PC Card and the
Visor expansion bus and generates appropriate signals to make the host bus cycles appear
identical to what the slave bus expects. Moreover it monitors and generates appropriate
signals to the different units of the VPBA to coordinate its function. However since
everything cannot independently be administered only through hardware the host software
must be able to access and configure the HBA as discussed previously.

In order to make these aspects real the required behavior of HBA, presented in the solution
section, is described by an ABEL program. This program is made in a two level hierarchical
fashion basically for two reasons. Although the HBA is not complex, the ease of system
overview is essential for the programmer and other concerned parties. The second reason is
that the lower hierarchy can contain different functional blocks, i.e. entities, while the higher
can be used to link these entities to give the required HBA behavior.

7.2.1 The Host Bus Adapter Entity
This entity is basically a signal distributor. It assigns the input and output signals for the HBA
to the right pins of the CoolRunner device.

Figure 27. Signals of the HBA Entity.
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These signals are mapped to the functional blocks of the HBA that require their monitoring
and/or generation. The only functions that this entity provides are steering of the HBA buffers
– for instance the data bus buffers – and assignment of internal signals to testing nodes. The
first function is included in this entity for the simple reason that the ISE ABEL compiler does
not allow steering of signal output-enables in lower hierarchies. Redundant output-enable
signals from lower hierarchy steer these signals in the primarily hierarchy. The second
function provides possibility to make any three internal HBA signals available on the three
testing nodes coupled to the CoolRunner IO pins.

This entity itself is divided into sub-entities where each has a specific assignment to perform.
The reason for the division is that each of these can be developed independently of the others,
which makes simulation, error debugging and improvement of them and the HBA entity as
whole optimal and pleasant. In the figure below this division in special purposed entities is
illustrated.

Figure 28. The HBA Entity Sub-entities.

As it follows from the figure above there are five sub-entities. The arrows show the major
internal and external signals that are included and generated respectively into and out of each
entity. There are many other internal signals whose purposes are essential for each block but
they are not presented here for the sake of simplicity. The following section will give a closer
view over the functions of each entity.

7.2.2 The Address Entity
The function of this entity involves the address decoding, generating of the PC Card cycle
definition signals and chip enable signals.

Figure 29. Signals of the Address Entity. (Green ones are internal signals.)

The address decoding is performed according to table 20 and the generated signals are:

Memory
Flash Common Attribute IO HBA

FM_EN PC_CE2, PC_CE1 IO_EN HBA_EN
Table 40. The Memory Enable-signals generated by the Address Decoder.

Table 20 does not specify the address of the HBA internal registers why they are presented
below.
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Register Select Signal A23-12 A1A0
Mode HBA_MODE $7FF 00

Address Base PC_BASE $7FF 01
Interrupt HBA_IR $7FF 10

Table 41. The internal Memory Enable-signals generated by the Address Decoder.

The cycle definition signals are generated with a behavior specified by table 27 and are
referred to in the ABEL program as PC_REG, PC_OE, PC_WE, PC_IRD and PC_IWR –
same order as in table 27.

As mentioned previously the output-enable signals of the HBA data buffers had to have an
alias signals in the lower hierarchies in order to stimulate the real signals in the highest
hierarchy. These are very important since they determine the direction of the data link.
Moreover the HBA buffers must be disabled when the flash device, connected to the Visor
side data bus, is accessed. This behavior is generated by this entity through the signals
PC_D_OE and V_D_OE intended for the PC and Visor side buffers respectively.

7.2.3 The Data Entity
This entity links the Visor-side HBA data bus to the PC-side data bus and the HBA internal
registers.

Figure 30. Signals of the Data Entity. (Green ones are internal signals.)

The lower data buses are always linked but the higher part is only connected when the AM is
not accessed. The reason for this as indicated by table 22, is that data on this portion of the
bus is invalid and will be forced to zeros. However this is only valid when the data direction is
from the PC Card to the Visor, otherwise the buses are completely linked at all times. It
should be noted that the OEs mentioned in the previous section decide the direction since the
principal linking scheme is as follows.

Figure 31. The bi-directional Buffer Architecture.

Here, the addressed HBA internal register, indicated by its select signal, is connected to the
Visor side data buffers. This is true both for read and write cycles and does not present any
data contention by virtue of the scheme above.
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7.2.4 The Control Entity
This entity implements the mode and the address-base register, their effects and adaptation for
some signals required by other entities.

Figure 32. Signals of the Control Entity. (Green ones are internal signals.)

The mode register as previously mentioned is used to change between the memory and the
memory/IO interfaces. However this register is extended by one bit for controlling the activity
of the oscillator onboard the VPBA that provides clock signal for the CoolRunner, i.e. HBA.

B1 B0
Clock Enable M/IO

Table 42. The Supplement to the HBA Mode Register.

The initial state of this register is the binary 10 but the clock bit initial state is steered by the
VPBA reset circuitry – RESET signal – while the mode bit by the Visor reset – V_RESET.
This register can be read and written to at all time and data is latched in the register on rising
edge of the Visor WE – V_WE. The oscillator is active until it is disabled through forcing B1
to a binary 0. The CoolRunner function is not affected since registers that use this oscillator as
clocking source have appropriate alternate sources.

The output of the first bit, B0, steers a multiplexer that provides the proper signal links to the
HBA internal signals, which are active high, used by other entities.

HBA Internal Signal Memory Mode Memory/IO Mode
INT_WP PC_WPIOIS16 0
INT_IOIS16 0 PC_WPIOIS16
INT_BVD1 PC_BVD1STSCHG 0
INT_BVD2 PC_BVD2SPKR 0
INT_STSCHG 0 PC_BVD1STSCHG
INT_READY PC_READYIRQ 0
INT_IRQ 0 PC_READYIRQ

Table 43. The Mode Multiplexer.

The table above indicates only the major signal that is evolved in stimulating a given internal
signal and should not be interpreted as a direct link. The INT_WP is active when write
accesses are initiated to the PC Card memories while the PC_WPIOIS16 is in an active state.
However the same signal, in a high state, activates the INT_IOIS16 if the IOIS16 response-
delay register is set. This register is set when an IO access is initiated and resets when it
terminates.
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The internal battery voltage detection signals – INT_BVD1/2 – are linked through inverting
buffers to the PC_BVD1STSCHG and PC_BVD2SPKR signals, respectively. This means that
any condition but the battery good condition puts one or two of these internal signals in the
active state. In the memory/IO mode the PC_BVD1STSCHG is instead linked in the same
manner to the INT_STSCHG. The signal PC_READYIRQ is also inversely linked to the
INT_READY and INT_IRQ in the memory and memory/IO mode, respectively.

Another internal signal in this entity is the INT_INPACK, which is not supplied through the
multiplexer. Reason for this is that in the memory only mode this signal does not carry any
function – a reserved signal. Similar to the INT_IOIS16, this signal is linked through a
delay/block function with a slight difference: this register is only set during IO read accesses.
This feature – in fact all above features except the INT_IRQ, are highly unlikely to ever be
used why their existence is merely symbolic. If use of these signals in the future is definite
their function may need some optimization.

The HBA needs an internal reset signal, which can be used for restoring purposes by the
different entities. The signal from the reset circuit is only intended for ensuring initial states
for the HBA why its use for internal reset is inappropriate especially since the Visor software
cannot force it. Therefore the Visor’s reset is linked inversely to the INT_RESET and also to
the PC_RESET since PC Card reset it is active-high.

The last function of the control entity is the realization of the Address Base register. It’s
accessibility and size is identical to the mode register. The content of this 2-bit is directly
present on the Imaginary Visor Address lines IM_V_A25 and IM_V_A24, which are linked
to the PC_A25 and PC_A24 in the HBA entity.

7.2.5 The Interrupt Entity
Here the conductor of the important Visor signal V_IRQ, which alerts the system of
conditions recognized by the HBA, is implemented.

Figure 33. Signals of the Interrupt Entity. (Green ones are internal signals.)

This active-low signal is inactivated only when all the registers in the HBA IR are reset. This
means that this signal will remain in the low logic-level until all the request conditions are
serviced. The content of IR was suggested in the HBA solution but it had to be increased to
accommodate some conditions of the designed VPBA circuitry.
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Table 44. The second Supplement to the IR.
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The 9th bit of the register reports the condition of the battery onboard the VPBA while the
10th bit reports that the battery is being charged. These conditions are recorded through the
HBA internal signals INT_CHRG and INT_FULLBAT. The other conditions are recorded
from the signals described in the previous section – with equivalent designation.

The IR is implemented in a manner that resembles the other HBA registers but some of its
aspects are different. First of all resetting this register results in bit-reset of the bits that their
corresponding signal is inactive. The same applies when the Visor attempts to restore the
register by writing to it at any time. Reason for this is twofold: firstly a requested service
should not be lost and secondly if the host services a request from a source that has managed
to request a new request, the corresponding bit in IR should retain its active state. This
behavior is accomplished by recording the state of the request signals using asynchronous
preset while the reset signal of each bit is blocked if its state is active.

The two latest additions to the IR need some special treatments. Reason for this is that their
corresponding request signals are actually status signals that indicate the condition of the
battery circuit. For instance INT_FULLBAT remains active as long as the battery is in good
condition which would result in continuous IRQs from the host. To prevent this, the status of
the current circuitry is alarmed only once after each connection of it to the external charging
source, which is indicated by the signal BCVG. The state of this signal is recorded in a
register to prevent fluctuations upon the power connection. This signal then resets two flag
registers, one for each of the B11 and B10, which are set when the INT_CHRG and
INT_FULLBAT become active. These flag registers will then block any further setting of the
bits in question.

7.2.6 The Power Entity
This entity controls and monitors the power unit of the VPBA.

Figure 34. Signals of the Power Entity. (Green ones are internal signals.)

The signal BCVG and BCTI from that unit – charger device – are used to generate the HBA
internal signals INT_CHRG and INT_FULLBAT discussed in the previous section. These
signals are registered in order to absorb any possible bouncing-like behavior in its logic state
and are generated as follows.

BCVG BCTI INT_FULLBAT INT_CHRG
0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0

Table 45. The Decoding of the internal Charge and Full Battery Signals.

The signal LDDC_OE is used to control the OE of the LDDC signal in the HBA entity that
applies the power on the PC Card VCCs.
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CD2 CD1 LBI V_LOWBAT LDDC_OE
0 0 1 1 1
X X X X 0

Table 46. The Decoding of the internal Load Disconnection Signal.

If a PC Card completely is inserted in the PCMCIA socket, the battery condition is enough to
drive the load – indicated by the DC-DC converter signal LBI – and the Visor battery is
enough to power the HBA, power as indicated in the table is applied. The DC-DC converter
signal ON controls the device activity and is implemented exactly as for LDDC except that
the VPBA battery condition – LBI – has no significance for natural reasons. Its OE steering
signal is denoted PWR_OE in the entity software.

The signal INT_LOWBAT, which indicates the VPBA low battery condition, outputted from
this entity is derived by inversion of the LBI signal. The charger circuit can be disabled using
the signal CHRG_EN_OE signal but this is not implemented except for enabling the charger
after the HBA reset period upon power-up is elapsed.

7.3 The HBA Simulation
To verify the expected behavior from the HBA, described in the ABEL program, the HBA
entity was simulated using a set of test vectors. For the reason of making the simulation as
simple and effective as possible its process was divided into six simulation phases. The first
five phases involve simulation of each individual entity respectively and the last phase regards
the whole system as whole, i.e. the HBA entity. The advantage of this procedure is that
eventual errors in each entity can be attended to, its behavior can be optimized possibly with
simpler syntax and most importantly internal signals available only between the lower
hierarchy entities can be stimulated and their responses monitored. The procedure can be
repeated in an iterative manner until optimal HBA behavior is established.

The simulation does not need to be run using a designated computer software since the ABEL
compiler includes the feature of stimulating logic equations, with values supplied by the test
vector, and report their response. This can be carried out in two possible fashions, which both
are used in simulating the HBA. A user can specify values or simple waveforms to stimulate
inputs of logic equations and supply the expected responses as well. Upon simulation the
compiler will compare the supplied responses and the actual ones and report divergences. The
second alternative is to omit the response supplements and view the actual behavior in logic
tables or in time waveforms.

If the number of input signals is large which is the case with the HBA entities, supplying test
vectors to cover all possibilities is impracticable. The ABEL HDL has a set of function to
automatically generate test vector with values specified by simple mathematical equations.

Figure 35. Two Examples of ABEL Test Vectors.
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Above, an example of each fashion of test vectors can be viewed. The first one is for the test
of the flash memory select signal, FM_CE in the address entity. As it can be observed all
possible combinations of the addresses are run through using the ABEL directives and no
response are specified. The second one is one of the test vectors for the HBA internal signals
generated by the power entity. Here the stimulus and the response are specified.

Many test-vectors of different types and values where used during the simulation of the HBA.
Some of these vectors can be viewed in the ABEL files for the HBA entities in Appendix A.
The simulation was carried out in couple of iterations of the procedure described earlier with
good results. Some adjustments were made to improve and make the behavior of the system
error free. There is no simulation results presented here because they are of a little value for a
reader of this thesis. Another reason is that the number of the simulated test-vectors was quite
large with extensive results that would require a large presentation space improper even as an
appendix. However despite that at this stage the HBA entity behaves as desired, further
adjustments and improvement might be needed after the coming stages.
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8 The VPBA Emulation
At this stage the VPBA hardware is constructed and the hardware describing software for the
HBA is programmed. All that remained was to conduct some hardware tests by proper means
to ensure the desired function of the VPBA. These test involved independent electrical and
signal tests of the different hard units of the VPBA, test of HBA behavior generated by the
Visor debugger and extensive test with ORINOCO card connected and run by the Visor
application stored in the VPBA memory.

8.1 The PLD Programming
However before any tests could be performed on the VPBA the ABEL program had to be
fully compiled, fitted in the CoolRunner device and downloaded to it through JTAG. As
mentioned in earlier sections the ISE WebPACK alone could perform these tasks. After
successful compiling of the HBA entity, the resulting logic-equations were supplied to the
ISE device fitter to implement them using only resources available on the CoolRunner
XCR3128XL. This was successful without any adjustments to the ABEL program since its
designing was performed under awareness of the device capabilities and features. The fitter
generates a fuse map, in text file called the JEDEC file, that specifies which fuses onboard the
PLD to be removed in order to give the logic functions desired. By supplying the JEDEC file
to the ISE Device Programmer with the JTAG port connected to the VPBA, the PLD was
programmed.

8.2 The VPBA Electrical Test
The units of the VPBA are essential for the HBA, the Processing Unit, to function. Before any
test could be performed on the HBA function of these had to be guaranteed.

8.2.1 The Power Unit
Making the test of this unit effective a small ABEL program resembling the power entity of
the HBA was designed. Using JTAG desired levels could be delivered to the unit and logic
responses could be monitored.

The battery charger circuit was connected to a variable power source through the Visor – the
VBB line observable by test node P10 – while the battery was connected. The voltage could
be varied until it passed the sufficient charging voltage threshold while monitoring the levels
of the CHRG and ACPR available on the test nodes P7 and P8, respectively. In turn the
response of the voltage monitors connected to these could be observed through the
CoolRunner. Altering the level of the CHRGEN by the PLD the reaction of the charger device
could be detected by P4 – a drop from 4,2 Volts to the lower battery voltage upon floating that
signal. Finally the battery was let be fully charged in order to check the expected level of the
CHRG.

Leaving the battery at that state the DC-DC converter was turned on and of by stimulating the
PLD output PWR. The response of the circuit could be observed by measuring the voltage on
P12 – 5 Volts when on and 3,7 Volts off. The battery was the replaced by a variable power
source for testing the power-good feature. The voltage was varied in range a little wider than
2,858 to 2,975Volt12 while the level on the signal LBI was monitored – transitions roughly
around 3 Volts.
                                                
12 See the Power Converter Section.
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The last test performed for this unit was connection and disconnection of load by the power
switch. This is conducted by level altering on the LDDC PLD output while the voltage
differences between P12 and P13 was observed.

8.2.2 The Complementary Unit
This unit provides reset and clock signal to the CoolRunner device and testing it is simple.
Testing the reset circuit involves connecting the VCC using P11 to a variable power source
that is risen passed the range 2,95 to 3,21 Volts while the signal RESET is monitored.
However since this signal is not available on any of the testing nodes and cannot in this case
be linked by the PLD to any of the P1, P2, P3 sensing this signal must be done by a probe
directly on the reset pin of the circuit in question.

The clock signal is available on P6 and was coupled to an oscilloscope for observation of its
frequency, cycles and voltage levels. Using CLKEN the clock power switch could be turned
on and off and the supplied VCC to the oscillator circuit could be measured using P9.

8.2.3 The Memory Unit
Testing the flash memory circuit was the most extensive test of all described so fourth.
Reason for this is that merely testing a memory device for being operative requires at least a
write followed by a read accesses to an address. However since the memory here is a flash
device, reading its information-tuple would be enough. This means that the PLD must be
supplied by a logic that performs what commonly is by a processor. Although this was easy to
implement the unavailability of Address signals A11-2 for the PLD presented difficulty. This
was solved using thin wires with a pin and pin receptor on each end connecting the ten of the
PC Card data lines on the PCMCIA connector to the A11-2 lines on the Visor connector.

A simple ABEL program was designed that implemented a sequential logic circuit that
generated consecutive read-cycles making the Manufacturer ID of the flash device to appear
on the lower portion of the data bus within four cycles.

Signals Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4
A21-0 $000555 $0002AA $0BA555 $0BA000
D7-0 $AA $55 $90 $01
FM_CE, PC_OE .k. .k. .k. .k.
PC_WE 1 1 1 1

Table 47. Reading the Flash Memory Manufacturer ID.

The table above shows the so-called Command Sequence for Manufacturer ID. The “.k.”
denotes an inverted pulse. All the signals here were monitored with a logic analyzer on which
the tabled sequence could be observed. This success ensured that the flash memory is
operational; however the complete functionality could not be guaranteed grounded on this
test.
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8.3 The HBA Behavior Test
The test described in the previous section showed that the VPBA hardware is functional and
successfully programming the PLD to perform processor-like behavior hinted that the
processing unit and the JTAG interface are fully functional. Knowing this, the HBA software
could be downloaded to the CoolRunner for testing the functions of VPBA. A quick check of
proper logic levels and voltages was performed to make sure that the VPBA was ready to be
tested. Signals on the PC Card side13 could be monitored with a connected logic analyzer.
Other signals of interest, for instance the flash card CS signal, could be monitored at time of
need by assigning them to the P1, P2 and P3 test nodes, also connected to the analyzer.

Figure 36. The CFM resident in the Visor Expansion Slot.

With the VPBA residing in the Visor expansion and the Visor in its USB Docking Cradle
connected to a PC, a debugger application – designed for module developers – was used to
perform couple of tests. This application can force all sorts of stimulation to the expansion
bus for instance read cycle to a desired address and display the data bus content on the screen.
A couple of read and write-cycles to each of the existing address spaces was performed to
check: the address decoding by the signals FM_CE, PC_CE2, PC_CE1, PC_REG, PC_OE,
PC_WE, PC_IORD and PC_IOWR; the PC Card data buss; and the PC_A24/25. Some
appropriate values where written to the HBA registers and read back to learn how these
registers react and if the effect they are designed for actually takes place – for an example if
the clock enabling bit in the mode register actually effects the oscillator.

The result this test gave was satisfactory but the flash memory had to be tested more
extensively. This was conducted by using available flash memory programs through the
debugger to read device information, program, read, erase and even run application resident
on it. These tests ensured the full capability and functionality of the flash memory.

8.3.1 VPBA Address Modification
The flash test mentioned above could not be performed when attempted during the first
occasion. Reason for this was that the signal A0 on the Visor expansion bus connected to the
flash device’s A0 did not carry any function despite its presence. This being somewhat
peculiar had two be solved by shifting the VPBA address bus with respect to the Visor
address bus down14. This means that access to VPBA initiated by the Visor must be with
addresses twice as large as the actual target access:

                                                
13 The ORINOCO Card not connected.
14 Re-soldering the Visor connector’s address pin terminations with small wires instead did this.
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Base
(Internal address)

Offset
(External address) Element

Bus range
(HBA)

Size
[B]

Virtual Physical
$28 $000000 $000000 Flash Memory A21-A1 4M

$800000 $400000 Common Memory A22-A1 4M
$000000 $000000 Attribute Memory A22-A1 4092K

$29 $7FE000 $3FF000 HBA Memory A2-A1 8
$800000 $400000 IO Memory A22-A1 4M
Table 48. The modified Address Map of the VPBA CFM.

This naturally makes the address space half the initial size. The address decoding in the HBA
has been changed and the PC-signal A23 – PC_A23 – is supplied in the same manner as
PC_A24/25, as a result. With another words the full PC space of 64 MB is still usable.

8.4 The VPBA Test with ORINOCO
Extensive testing with the WLAN PC Card, ORINOCO connected to the VPBA resident in
the Visor expansion was the outmost phase of this project. This phase would have given more
detailed knowledge of the VPBA function that could be used to debug or optimize its
processing unit. Also working closely with the people that have designed the application that
runs the ORINOCO, would have give opportunity to add functions and features that would
give optimizing or/and relieving effect as far as application design is concerned.
Unfortunately this phase was called off since no application was available when the project
time has elapsed.
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9 Conclusion
The goal of the degree project was to design a CFM for the Visor handheld family that uses a
WLAN PC Card such as the ORINOCO to give ability of wireless networking while mobile.
A theoretical study of the PC Card standard and the SB standard resulted in general solution
for the adaptation in between them. The ABEL program was initially based on this solution
since not enough technical data was available regarding the WLAN PC Card. This allowed in
spite to determine components needed and make the PCB following circuit design and board
layout. The hardware of the CFM was now created and was tested ok of its functionality and
behavior. Due to fact that the people, working in a parallel project with the application needed
to run the ORINOCO from the CFM, were unable to deliver such no extensive tests could be
performed.

All goals of this degree project were fulfilled but the last sub-goal was not satisfactory for the
reason mentioned. In absence of a module application the prototype of the CFM could not be
improved nor developed further. However some improvements in hardware are possible since
testing phase of the project pulled some aspects to the surface that may be solved in a more
effective manner. As far as the HBA is concerned optimization cannot take place since no
foundation is existent.

9.1 Future Work
As mentioned in the in the last section of the Hardware Test chapter the VPBA has many
aspects of improvement. These involve the optimization of the HBA behavior, addition of
functions and services allowing other PC Card than the ORINOCO and finally entities
designated for supporting the software application. Although the hardware of VPBA does not
need any major development to allow the stated improvements, the processing unit – i.e. the
CoolRunner circuit – needs to be much larger both regarding number of usable IO pins and
logic capacity.

However the interest of making these aspects to follow through is very low not to say non-
existent. The reason lies in the fact that mobile communication has taken a large step in its
evolution. The third generation of mobile phones is already on the market with a broad range
of selection. The handspring company responsible for the Visor family is at this time
integrated with the PalmOne Incorporation and their entity has made the market flourish with
handheld computers and smart 3rd generation phones molten to a extraordinary wireless
product. These facts indicate that further development followed by producing and marketing
the VPBA module is not reasonable. The time for this product is simply passed by.
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Appendix A: ABEL Software

MODULE HBA
TITLE 'Host Bus Adapter'

P3..P1 ISTYPE 'COM';

ADDRESS INTERFACE (V_CS1, V_CS0, INT_WP, V_A22..V_A12, V_A1..V_A0, V_OE, V_WE ->
FM_CE, PC_CE2, PC_CE1, PC_REG, PC_OE, PC_IRD, PC_WE, PC_IWR, HBA_MODE, PC_BASE,
PC_D_OE, V_D_OE, HBA_IR);
AU FUNCTIONAL_BLOCK ADDRESS;

DATA INTERFACE (HBA_MODE, PC_BASE, HBA_IR, PC_REG, PC_IRD, X_V_D15..X_V_D0,
X_PC_D15..X_PC_D0, PC_IWR, IUR11..IUR0, CUR4..CUR0 ->
V_D15..V_D0, PC_D15..PC_D0);
DU FUNCTIONAL_BLOCK DATA;

CONTROL INTERFACE (PC_READYIRQ, PC_WPIOIS16, PC_BVD1STSCHG, PC_INPACK,
PC_WE, V_D2..V_D0, CLCK, PC_IRD, PC_IWR, RESET, V_RESET, PC_BVD2SPKR, V_WE,
HBA_MODE, PC_BASE ->
PC_RESET, INT_IOIS16, INT_STSCHG, INT_READY, INT_IRQ, CLKEN, INT_WP, INT_BVD2,
INT_BVD1, INT_RESET, R4..R0, IM_V_A25, IM_V_A24, IM_V_A23, INT_INPACK);
CU FUNCTIONAL_BLOCK CONTROL;

INTERRUPT INTERFACE (CLCK, CLKEN, BCVG, V_D11..V_D0, PC_WAIT, INT_INPACK, V_WE,
INT_IOIS16, INT_STSCHG, INT_READY, INT_IRQ, INT_LOWBAT, INT_WP, INT_BVD2, INT_BVD1,
INT_RESET, INT_CHRG, INT_FULLBAT, HBA_IR ->
R11..R0, V_IRQ);
IU FUNCTIONAL_BLOCK INTERUPT;

POWER INTERFACE (CLKEN, V_WE, RESET, LBI, CLCK, V_LOWBAT, BCTI, BCVG, CD2, CD1->
INT_FULLBAT, PWR, PWR_OE, LDDC_OE, INT_CHRG, LDDC, INT_LOWBAT, CHRG_EN_OE,
CHRG_EN);
PU FUNCTIONAL_BLOCK POWER;

PC_STATUS=[PCWAIT, PCINPACK, PC_WPIOIS16, PC_READYIRQ, PC_BVD1STSCHG,
PC_BVD2SPKR];

"Address Unit
V_A=[V_A22..V_A12, V_A1, V_A0];
AU_V_A=AU.[V_A22..V_A12, V_A1, V_A0];
PC_C=[PCCE2, PCCE1, PCREG, PCOE, PCWE, PCIRD, PCIWR];
AU_PC_C=[AU.PC_CE2, AU.PC_CE1, AU.PC_REG, AU.PC_OE, AU.PC_WE, AU.PC_IRD, AU.PC_IWR];
"Data Unit
V_D=[V_D15..V_D0];
PC_D=[PC_D15..PC_D0];
DU_PC_C=DU.[PC_REG, PC_IRD, PC_IWR];
"Control Unit
CU_V_DC=CU.[V_D2..V_D0];
"Interrupt Unit
CU_INT=CU.[INT_IOIS16, INT_STSCHG, INT_READY, INT_IRQ, INT_WP, INT_BVD2, INT_BVD1,
INT_RESET];
IU_INT=IU.[INT_IOIS16, INT_STSCHG, INT_READY, INT_IRQ, INT_WP, INT_BVD2, INT_BVD1,
INT_RESET];
IU_V_D=IU.[V_D11..V_D0];
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EQUATIONS
"Test points
P3=VCS1;
P2=VCS0;
P1=FMCE.PIN;
"Address Unit
AU_V_A=V_A; PC_C=AU_PC_C; AU.INT_WP=CU.INT_WP; AU.V_OE=VOE;
AU.V_CS1=VCS1; AU.V_CS0=VCS0; AU.V_WE=VWE;
FMCE=AU.FM_CE;
"Data Unit
V_D=DU.[V_D15..V_D0]; PC_D=DU.[PC_D15..PC_D0];
DU.[X_V_D15..X_V_D0]=V_D.PIN; DU.[X_PC_D15..X_PC_D0]=PC_D.PIN;

"Read Cycle
V_D.OE=AU.V_D_OE & VRESET & RESET;

"Write Cycle
PC_D.OE=AU.PC_D_OE & VRESET & RESET;

DU_PC_C=[PCREG, PCIRD, PCIWR].PIN; DU.HBA_MODE=AU.HBA_MODE;
DU.PC_BASE=AU.PC_BASE;
DU.HBA_IR=AU.HBA_IR; DU.[IUR11..IUR0]=IU.[R11..R0]; DU.[CUR4..CUR0]=CU.[R4..R0];
"Control Unit
CU.V_RESET=VRESET; CU.V_WE=VWE;
[PC_A25, PC_A24, V_A23]=[CU.IM_V_A25, CU.IM_V_A24, CU.IM_V_A23];
CU.HBA_MODE=AU.HBA_MODE; CU.PC_BASE=AU.PC_BASE; CU.PC_IRD=PCIRD.PIN;
CU.PC_IWR=PCIWR.PIN; CU.CLCK=CLK; CU.PC_WE=PCWE.PIN;
CU_V_DC=V_D[2..0]; CU.PC_INPACK=PCINPACK;
CU.[PC_READYIRQ, PC_BVD2SPKR, PC_BVD1STSCHG, PC_WPIOIS16]=[PC_READYIRQ,
PC_BVD2SPKR, PC_BVD1STSCHG, PC_WPIOIS16];
PCRESET=CU.PC_RESET; CLKEN=CU.CLKEN; CU.RESET=RESET;
"Interrupt Unit
IU.BCVG=BCVG;
IU.PC_WAIT=PCWAIT; IU.INT_INPACK=CU.INT_INPACK; IU.V_WE=VWE;
IU.HBA_IR=AU.HBA_IR; IU_INT=CU_INT; VIRQ=IU.V_IRQ; IU.CLKEN=CLKEN.PIN; IU.CLCK=CLK;
IU_V_D=V_D[11..0]; IU.[INT_CHRG, INT_FULLBAT]=PU.[INT_CHRG, INT_FULLBAT];
"Power Unit
PU.V_LOWBAT=VLOWBAT; PU.BCTI=BCTI; PU.BCVG=BCVG; [PU.CD1, PU.CD2]=[CD1, CD2];
LDDC=PU.LDDC; IU.INT_LOWBAT=PU.INT_LOWBAT; PU.LBI=LBI;
PWR.OE=PU.PWR_OE; PWR=PU.PWR; PU.CLKEN=CLKEN.PIN; PU.V_WE=VWE; PU.CLCK=CLK;
CHRGEN=PU.CHRG_EN; CHRGEN.OE=PU.CHRG_EN_OE; PU.RESET=RESET;
LDDC.OE=PU.LDDC_OE;

TEST_VECTORS ( [CLK , RESET, VRESET, CD2 , CD1 , VLOWBAT, LBI , BCVG , BCTI , V_A , VCS1,
VCS0 , VOE , VWE , V_D , PC_D , PC_STATUS] ->[V_D, PC_D]);

[0 , 0 , 0 , .U. , .U. , .U. , .U. , .U. , .U. , ^B0000000000000, .U. , .U. , .U. , .U. , .X. , .X. , ^H07 ] ->[.X., .X.];
[.C. , .U. , .U. , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , ^B0000000000000, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , .X. , .X. , ^H07 ] ->[.X., .X.];
[.C. , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , ^B0000000000000, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , .X. , .X. , ^H07 ] ->[.X., .X.];

END
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MODULE Address
TITLE 'ADDRESS ADAPTER'

INT_WP, V_CS1, V_CS0, V_A22..V_A12, V_A1..V_A0, V_OE, V_WE PIN;
PC_OE, PC_WE, PC_REG, PC_CE2, PC_CE1, PC_D_OE, V_D_OE PIN ISTYPE 'COM';
FM_CE, PC_IRD, PC_IWR, HBA_MODE, PC_BASE, HBA_IR PIN ISTYPE 'COM';
FM_EN, HBA_EN, IO_EN NODE ISTYPE 'KEEP, COM';

V_A=[V_A22..V_A12];
HBA_RS=[V_A1..V_A0];
V_CS=[V_CS1, V_CS0];

EQUATIONS
"Data direction control signals
PC_OE=V_OE # (V_CS1&V_CS0) # (HBA_EN & !V_CS1) # (IO_EN & !V_CS1);
PC_WE=V_WE # (V_CS1&V_CS0) # (HBA_EN & !V_CS1) # (IO_EN & !V_CS1);

"Read Cycle
V_D_OE=V_WE & !V_OE & !(FM_EN & !V_CS0) & (V_CS1 $ V_CS0);

"Write Cycle
PC_D_OE=!V_WE & V_OE & !(FM_EN & !V_CS0)& !(HBA_EN & !V_CS1) &(V_CS1 $ V_CS0);

"Flash enable
FM_EN=([V_A22..V_A20]==0);
!FM_CE=FM_EN & (V_CS==^B10);
"PCMCIA Memory definition signals
!PC_CE2= (!IO_EN&!HBA_EN&(V_CS==^B01)) # (!FM_EN&(V_CS==^B10)) # (IO_EN&(V_CS==^B01));
!PC_CE1= (!IO_EN&!HBA_EN&(V_CS==^B01)) # (!FM_EN&(V_CS==^B10)) # (IO_EN&(V_CS==^B01));
!PC_REG= (V_CS==^B01);
"IO enable
IO_EN=(V_A>=^H400);
"IO definition signals
PC_IRD=V_OE # !(IO_EN & !V_CS1);
PC_IWR=V_WE # !(IO_EN & !V_CS1);
"HBA enable
HBA_EN=(V_A==^H3FF);
"HBA mode register select
!HBA_MODE=HBA_EN & (HBA_RS==0) & (V_CS==^B01);
"PC imaginary address register select
!PC_BASE=HBA_EN & (HBA_RS==1) & (V_CS==^B01);
"HBA interrupt-request register select
!HBA_IR=HBA_EN & (HBA_RS==2) & (V_CS==^B01);

TEST_VECTORS( [V_A, V_CS, V_OE, V_WE, HBA_RS]->[FM_CE]);
@CONST Q=0;
@REPEAT 2048 { @CONST Q=Q+1; [Q , ^B10, 1 , 0 , 0 ]->[.X.]; }
@CONST Q=0;
@REPEAT 2048 { @CONST Q=Q+1; [Q , ^B01, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[.X.]; }

END
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MODULE Data
TITLE 'Data Controller'

V_D15..V_D0, PC_D15..PC_D0 PIN ISTYPE 'COM';
HBA_MODE, PC_BASE, HBA_IR, X_V_D15..X_V_D0, X_PC_D15..X_PC_D0, PC_REG, IUR11..IUR0,
CUR4..CUR0, PC_IRD, PC_IWR PIN;

V_D=[V_D15..V_D0];
PC_D=[PC_D15..PC_D0];
X_V_D=[X_V_D15..X_V_D0];
IUR=[IUR11..IUR0];
X_PC_D=[X_PC_D15..X_PC_D0];
CUR=[CUR4..CUR0];

EQUATIONS
V_D[7..0]=[X_PC_D7..X_PC_D0]; "CM & FM & IO
V_D[15..8]=[X_PC_D15..X_PC_D8] & "CM & FM & IO
!((PC_IRD !$ PC_IWR)&!PC_REG); "AM
PC_D=[X_V_D15..X_V_D0]; "CM & FM & IO & AM
"HBA Internal
WHEN (!HBA_IR) WHEN V_D[11..0]=[IUR11..IUR0];
WHEN (!HBA_MODE) WHEN V_D[1..0]=[CUR4..CUR3];
WHEN (!PC_BASE) WHEN V_D[2..0]=[CUR2..CUR0];

TEST_VECTORS ( [X_V_D , X_PC_D, HBA_MODE, PC_BASE, HBA_IR, IUR , CUR, PC_IRD, PC_IWR,
PC_REG]->[PC_D, V_D]);

[^HAAAA, ^H5555, 1 , 1 , 1 , ^H333, ^H5, 1 , 1 , 1 ]->[^HAAAA, ^H5555];
[^H5555, ^HAAAA, 1 , 1 , 1 , ^H333, ^H5, 1 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H5555, ^HAAAA];
[^HFFFF, ^HFFFF, 1 , 1 , 1 , ^H333, ^H5, .X. , .X. , 1 ]->[^HFFFF, ^HFFFF];
[^HFFFF, ^HFFFF, 1 , 1 , 1 , ^H333, ^H5, 1 , 1 , 0 ]->[^HFFFF, ^H00FF];

END
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MODULE Control
TITLE 'HBA Central'

PC_INPACK, CLCK, PC_IRD, PC_IWR, V_WE, V_RESET, HBA_MODE, PC_BASE, PC_WPIOIS16,
PC_WE, RESET, PC_READYIRQ, PC_BVD1STSCHG, PC_BVD2SPKR, V_D2..V_D0 PIN;
PC_RESET, INT_IOIS16, INT_STSCHG, INT_READY, INT_IRQ, INT_INPACK, INT_WP, INT_BVD2,
INT_BVD1, INT_RESET, CLKEN, IM_V_A25, IM_V_A24, IM_V_A23 PIN ISTYPE 'COM';
R4..R0 PIN ISTYPE 'REG';
DLY1..DLY0 NODE ISTYPE 'REG';

V_D=[V_D2..V_D0];
HMR=[R4..R3];
IAR=[R2..R0];
R=[R4..R0];

EQUATIONS
"PC_INPACK
INT_INPACK=DLY1.FB&PC_INPACK&R3.FB;
"INPACK-response delay-register
DLY1.AR=!V_RESET # PC_IRD & !R4.FB;
DLY1.CLK=!PC_IRD&!R4.FB # CLCK&R4.FB;
DLY1:=!PC_IRD # !R4.FB;
"Reset signal
INT_RESET=!V_RESET;
PC_RESET=!V_RESET;
"Registers
R[3..0].AR=!V_RESET;
R4.AP=!RESET;
R.CLK=V_WE;
"IOIS16-response delay-register
DLY0.AR=!V_RESET # PC_IRD & PC_IWR & !R4.FB;
DLY0.CLK=(PC_IRD $ PC_IWR)&!R4.FB # CLCK&R4.FB;
DLY0:=(PC_IRD $ PC_IWR) # !R4.FB;
"Register write
WHEN (!HBA_MODE) THEN HMR:=V_D[1..0]; ELSE HMR:=HMR.FB;
WHEN (!PC_BASE) THEN IAR:=V_D[2..0]; ELSE IAR:=IAR.FB;
"Memory mode signal select
WHEN (!R3.FB) THEN {INT_WP=!PC_WPIOIS16; "&!PC_WE; IT MAKES A LOOP! GOT TO BE FIXED.
INT_IOIS16=0;
INT_BVD1=!PC_BVD1STSCHG; INT_BVD2=!PC_BVD2SPKR;
INT_STSCHG=0; INT_READY=!PC_READYIRQ; INT_IRQ=0}
"Memory/IO mode signal select
WHEN (R3.FB) THEN {INT_WP=0; INT_IOIS16=PC_WPIOIS16&DLY0.FB;
INT_BVD1=0; INT_BVD2=0; INT_STSCHG=!PC_BVD1STSCHG;
INT_READY=0; INT_IRQ=!PC_READYIRQ}
"Clock Control
CLKEN=R4.FB;
"Address Base
[IM_V_A25..IM_V_A23]=IAR.FB;
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TEST_VECTORS ( [V_WE, V_RESET, HBA_MODE, PC_BASE, V_D1, V_D0]->
[HMR, IAR]);
[.P., 0 , .X. , .X. , .X. , .X.]->
[.X., .X.];
[.K., 1 , 1 , 1 , .X. , .X.]->
[0, 0];
[.K., 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ]->
[3, 0];
[.K., 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 ]->
[3, 3];
[.K., 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 0 ]->
[2, 3];
[.K., 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]->
[2, 1];
[0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 ]->
[2, 1];
[.K., 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 ]->
[1, 1];
[1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 ]->
[0, 0];

TEST_VECTORS ( [CLCK, V_RESET, PC_IRD, PC_IWR]-> [DLY0]);
[.P. , 0 , .X. , .X. ]-> [.X.];
[.C. , 1 , 1 , 1 ]-> [0];
[.C. , 0 , 1 , 1 ]-> [0];
[.C. , 0 , 0 , 1 ]-> [1];
[.C. , 1 , 0 , 1 ]-> [0];
[.C. , 0 , 1 , 0 ]-> [1];

TEST_VECTORS ( [HMR, V_RESET, V_WE, CLCK, DLY0, PC_WPIOIS16, PC_READYIRQ,
PC_BVD1STSCHG, PC_BVD2SPKR]->
[INT_IOIS16, INT_STSCHG, INT_READY, INT_IRQ, INT_WP, INT_BVD2, INT_BVD1, HMR.FB,
DLY0.FB]);
[0 , 0 , .K. , .P. , !1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1]->
[0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .X., .X.];
[!1 , 0 , .P. , .P. , !1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1]->
[0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .X., .X.];

[!0 , 0 , .P. , .P. , !0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0]->
[0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , .X., .X.];
[!0 , 0 , .P. , .P. , !1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1]->
[0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .X., .X.];

[!1 , 0 , .P. , .P. , !1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0]->
[1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .X., .X.];
[!1 , 0 , .P. , .P. , !0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 0]->
[0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , .X., .X.];

TEST_VECTORS ( [V_WE, IAR]->[IM_V_A25, IM_V_A24]);
[.P., !0]-> [0, 0];
[.P., !1]-> [0, 1];
[.P., !2]-> [1, 0];
[.P., !3]-> [1, 1];

END
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MODULE Interrupt
TITLE 'Interrupt Handler'

CLKEN, PC_WAIT, INT_INPACK, V_D11..V_D0, BCVG, V_WE, INT_FULLBAT, INT_IOIS16,
INT_STSCHG, INT_READY, INT_CHRG, INT_IRQ, INT_LOWBAT, CLCK, INT_WP, INT_BVD1,
INT_BVD2, INT_RESET, HBA_IR PIN;
V_IRQ PIN ISTYPE 'COM';
R11..R0 PIN ISTYPE 'REG';
BCVG_DLY, FLAG1..FLAG0 NODE ISTYPE 'REG';

R=[R11..R0];
V_D=[V_D11..V_D0];
IS=[INT_CHRG, INT_FULLBAT, INT_BVD2, INT_BVD1, INT_LOWBAT,
INT_WP, INT_IOIS16, INT_INPACK, INT_STSCHG, INT_READY, INT_IRQ, PC_WAIT];

EQUATIONS
"Interrupt request signal
V_IRQ=(R.FB==0);
"Interrupt request register
R.AR=INT_RESET & !IS;
R[11..10].AP=IS[11..10]&![FLAG1, FLAG0].FB;
R[9..0].AP=IS[9..0];
R.CLK=V_WE;
"Interrupt disable flags
[FLAG1, FLAG0].CLK=V_WE&!CLKEN # CLCK&CLKEN;
[FLAG1, FLAG0].AR=BCVG_DLY.FB;
[FLAG1, FLAG0]:=[INT_CHRG, INT_FULLBAT] # [FLAG1, FLAG0].FB;
BCVG_DLY:=BCVG;
BCVG_DLY.CLK=V_WE&!CLKEN # CLCK&CLKEN;
"Interrupt register write
WHEN (!HBA_IR) THEN R:=V_D; ELSE R:=R.FB;

TEST_VECTORS ( [CLCK, V_WE, IS , V_D , BCVG, INT_RESET, HBA_IR]->[R, FLAG1, FLAG0,
V_IRQ]);
[.P. , .P. , .X. , .X. , 0 , 1 , .X. ]->[.X. , .X., .X., .X.];
[.C. , .K. , ^HFFF , ^HFFF, 1 , 0 , 0 ]->[^H000, 0, 0, 1];
[.C. , .K. , ^H000 , .X. , 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H000, 0, 0, 1];
[.C. , .K. , ^H001 , .X. , 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H001, 0, 0, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H0F1 , .X. , 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H0F1, 0, 0, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^HFFF , .X. , 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H3FF, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H000 , .X. , 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H3FF, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H000 , ^HFFF, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[^HFFF, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H000 , ^HAAA, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[^HAAA, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H000 , ^HFFF, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[^HFFF, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H000 , ^H555, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[^H555, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H000 , ^H000, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[^H000, 1, 1, 1];
[.C. , .K. , ^HC00 , ^H000, 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H000, 1, 1, 1];
[.C. , .K. , ^HC0C , ^HC00, 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H00C, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H000 , ^HC00, 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H00C, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H000 , ^HC00, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[^HC00, 1, 1, 0];
[1 , 1 , ^HFFF , ^HFFF, 1 , 0 , 0 ]->[^H000, 0, 0, 1];
[.C. , .K. , ^HFFF , ^HFFF, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[^HFFF, 1, 1, 0];
[1 , 1 , ^H000 , ^HC00, 1 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H3FF, 0, 0, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^HFFF , ^HFFF, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[^HFFF, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^HFFF , ^H000, 0 , 1 , 0 ]->[^H000, 1, 1, 1];
[.C. , .K. , ^HA5F , ^H000, 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H25F, 1, 1, 0];
[.C. , .K. , ^H5A0 , ^H000, 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[^H3FF, 1, 1, 0];

END
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MODULE Power
TITLE 'Power Control'

V_WE, CLKEN, RESET, LBI, CLCK, V_LOWBAT, BCTI, BCVG, CD2, CD1 PIN;
PWR, CHRG_EN_OE, LDDC, CHRG_EN, INT_LOWBAT PIN ISTYPE 'COM';
LDDC_OE, PWR_OE, INT_FULLBAT, INT_CHRG PIN ISTYPE 'REG';

EQUATIONS
"Synchronizers
INT_CHRG.AR=!RESET; INT_FULLBAT.AR=!RESET;
INT_CHRG.CLK=V_WE&!CLKEN # CLCK&CLKEN;
INT_FULLBAT.CLK=V_WE&!CLKEN # CLCK&CLKEN;
INT_CHRG:=!BCTI&!BCVG; INT_FULLBAT:=!BCVG & BCTI;
"Load disconnecting control
LDDC_OE.CLK=V_WE&!CLKEN # CLCK&CLKEN;
LDDC_OE.AR=!RESET;
!LDDC_OE:=!LBI # CD2 # CD1 # !V_LOWBAT; LDDC=0;
"Power control
PWR_OE.CLK=V_WE&!CLKEN # CLCK&CLKEN;
PWR_OE.AR=!RESET;
PWR_OE:=!CD2 & !CD1 & V_LOWBAT; PWR=0;
"HBA low battery flag
INT_LOWBAT=!LBI;
"Charge monitor
CHRG_EN=0; CHRG_EN_OE=RESET;

TEST_VECTORS ( [CLCK, RESET, LBI, V_LOWBAT, CD2, CD1]->[LDDC]);
[0 , 0 , .X., .X. , .X., .X.]->[1 ];
[.C. , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[1 ];
[.C. , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ]->[1 ];
[.C. , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]->[1 ];
[.C. , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 ]->[0 ];
[0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ]->[0 ];
[0 , 0 , .X., .X. , .X., .X.]->[1 ];

TEST_VECTORS ( [LBI] ->[INT_LOWBAT]);
[0] ->[1];
[1] ->[0];

TEST_VECTORS ( [RESET] ->[CHRG_EN, CHRG_EN_OE]);
[0] ->[0 , 0];
[1] ->[0 , 1];

TEST_VECTORS ( [CD2, CD1]->[PWR, PWR_OE]);
[0 , 0] ->[0 , 1];
[0 , 1] ->[0 , 0];
[1 , 0] ->[0 , 0];
[1 , 1] ->[0 , 0];

TEST_VECTORS ( [CLCK, RESET, BCTI, BCVG] ->[INT_CHRG, INT_FULLBAT]);
[.C. , 0 , .X. , .X.] ->[0 , 0];
[.C. , 1 , 0 , 0] ->[1 , 0];
[.C. , 1 , 1 , 0] ->[0 , 1];
[.C. , 1 , 0 , 1] ->[1 , 0];
[.C. , 1 , 1 , 0] ->[0 , 1];
[.C. , 1 , 1 , 1] ->[0 , 0];
[0 , 0 , 0 , 0] ->[0 , 0];

END
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Appendix B: The CPLD Pin Number of the HBA Signals

NET BCTI LOC=P72; NET PCRESET LOC=P77;
NET BCVG LOC=P71; NET PCWAIT LOC=P21;
NET CD1 LOC=P83; NET PCWAIT PULLUP;
NET CD1 PULLUP; NET PCWE LOC=P53;
NET CD2 LOC=P84; NET PWR LOC=P6;
NET CD2 PULLUP; NET RESET LOC=P22;
NET CHRGEN LOC=P65; NET V_A0 LOC=P99;
NET CLK LOC=P90; NET V_A1 LOC=P98;
NET CLKEN LOC=P64; NET V_A12 LOC=P97;
NET FMCE LOC=P68; NET V_A13 LOC=P96;
NET LBI LOC=P63; NET V_A14 LOC=P94;
NET LBI PULLUP; NET V_A15 LOC=P93;
NET LDDC LOC=P5; NET V_A16 LOC=P92;
NET P3 LOC=P24; NET V_A17 LOC=P30;
NET P2 LOC=P25; NET V_A18 LOC=P29;
NET P1 LOC=P76; NET V_A19 LOC=P28;
NET PC_A24 LOC=P49; NET V_A20 LOC=P27;
NET PC_A25 LOC=P75; NET V_A21 LOC=P79;
NET PC_BVD1STSCHG LOC=P88; NET V_A22 LOC=P80;
NET PC_BVD1STSCHG PULLUP; NET V_A23 LOC=P20;
NET PC_BVD2SPKR LOC=P89; NET V_D0 LOC=P2;
NET PC_BVD2SPKR PULLUP; NET V_D1 LOC=P54;
NET PC_D0 LOC=P40; NET V_D10 LOC=P37;
NET PC_D1 LOC=P41; NET V_D11 LOC=P36;
NET PC_D10 LOC=P12; NET V_D12 LOC=P7;
NET PC_D11 LOC=P13; NET V_D13 LOC=P8;
NET PC_D12 LOC=P14; NET V_D14 LOC=P9;
NET PC_D13 LOC=P32; NET V_D15 LOC=P10;
NET PC_D14 LOC=P31; NET V_D2 LOC=P61;
NET PC_D15 LOC=P16; NET V_D3 LOC=P60;
NET PC_D2 LOC=P42; NET V_D4 LOC=P58;
NET PC_D3 LOC=P44; NET V_D5 LOC=P57;
NET PC_D4 LOC=P45; NET V_D6 LOC=P56;
NET PC_D5 LOC=P46; NET V_D7 LOC=P55;
NET PC_D6 LOC=P47; NET V_D8 LOC=P35;
NET PC_D7 LOC=P48; NET V_D9 LOC=P33;
NET PC_D8 LOC=P17; NET VCS0 LOC=P62;
NET PC_D9 LOC=P19; NET VCS0 PULLUP;
NET PC_READYIRQ LOC=P78; NET VCS1 LOC=P4;
NET PC_READYIRQ PULLUP; NET VCS1 PULLUP;
NET PC_WPIOIS16 LOC=P100; NET VIRQ LOC=P73;
NET PC_WPIOIS16 PULLUP; NET VLOWBAT LOC=P23;
NET PCCE1 LOC=P70; NET VLOWBAT PULLUP;
NET PCCE2 LOC=P69; NET VOE LOC=P15;
NET PCINPACK LOC=P85; NET VOE PULLUP;
NET PCINPACK PULLUP; NET VWE LOC=P87;
NET PCIRD LOC=P50; NET VWE PULLUP;
NET PCIWR LOC=P1; NET VRESET LOC=P81;
NET PCOE LOC=P52; NET VRESET PULLUP;
NET PCREG LOC=P67;
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Appendix C: The VPBA Bus and Interface Scheme
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Appendix D: Component Listing

Nr. Name Designation Manufacturer Specifics
1 PCMCIA Connector 315025068100833 AVX 68-pin, 5V, Type II
2 Visor Connector IC1K-68RD-1.27SFA HIROSE 68-receptor, 3V
4 DC/DC converter MAX1703ESE MAXIM –
5 Battery Charger LTC1732EMS-4 Linear Technology –
6 Flash Memory Am29DL640D-70EI AMD –
7 Oscillator LTC1799IS5 Linear Technology 5-20MHz
8 CoolRunner XCR3128XL –7VQ100I XILINX –
9 Battery PSC340648-1000 SONY 3,7V, 1000mAh

10 Reset circuit MAX809TEXR-T MAXIM –
11 Battery connector 43-953-15 ITW McMurdo Male

43-959-19 Female
12 Switch MAX1607ESA MAXIM –

MAX4626EUK-T
13 Voltage Monitor MAX837EUS-T MAXIM –
14 Resistors 60-451-65 KOA Speer 39kΩ 1%, (0603)

60-449-52 5,1kΩ 1%
60-452-64 100kΩ 1%
60-453-97 360kΩ 1%
60-453-63 270kΩ 1%
60-443-09 10Ω 1%
60-450-25 10kΩ 1%
60-450-41 12kΩ 1%
60-452-23 68kΩ 1%
60-454-96 910kΩ 1%

RK73H1JT1962F 19,6kΩ 1%
LR32R470FT AVX 0,47Ω 1%, 1206

15 Tantalum Capacitors TPSE337K010R0060 330µF ≥5V
TPSC107K010R0100 100µF ≥5V

16 Ceramic Capacitors 0805ZC105KAT2A 1µF ≥5V
1206ZG106ZAT2A 10µF ≥5V
0402YC103KAT2A 10nF ≥6V
0603ZC104KAT2A 100nF ≥6V
0603ZC124KAT2A 120nF ≥6V
0603ZC224KAT2A 220nF ≥5V

17 Schottky Diode MBR0520L Motorola >500mA
MBRM120T3 1A

18 PMOSFET Transistor FDS9435A Fairchild >500mA
SI9430DY Semiconductor >5,8A

19 Inductors DO3316P-472 Coilcraft 4,7µH, Ferrite
20 Test-point tack 48-177-14 ELFA –
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Appendix E: Circuit Scheme
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Appendix F: Circuit Board Specification
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 Appendix G: Component Placement
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